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many miles in length for then electrostatic permittance comes
sensibly into play, which allows current to leave the wires, and therefore
The difference between the long and
permits current to exist in them.
In fig. 1,
the short line is, however, only one of degree in this respect.
let the two horizontal lines represent a pair of telephone wires in loop,
which are to be imagined to be twisted (or not, as we please), and let
to

;

FIG.

Kv K

1.

be the terminal apparatus. There is no interference from
2
in general, but if a resistance
2
parallel wires to be observed at K-^ and
be inserted intermediately in one of the wires, there is. It can be
abolished by inserting an equal resistance R 2 in the other wire at the

K

^

If unequal, there is still interference.
If R is a coil and
place.
R a mere resistance, equal to that of the coil, there is still interference.
These interferences
We must make R an equal coil to get rid of

same

l

2

it.

2

are weak, and are not observable when it is a telephone-wire that is the
primary; but when the primary is a Wheatstone transmitter wire,
they disturb speech on the telephone circuit, and require removal. The
way in which the Bridge-system absolutely cures the evil is one of the
most interesting things about it, though not the most important, which
is of course the entire removal of the impedance of intermediate
apparatus.

Now, if electromagnetic induction were alone concerned, there could
be no such interference, either at the terminals or anywhere else. The
interference is therefore connected with the permittance of the wires.
Imagine, first, the circuit to be so far removed from other conductors
that the permittance is appreciably the reciprocal of the elastance from
one wire to the other in an infinite dielectric. For illustration in a
simple manner, concentrate the permittance at two places, represented
by the condensers Sl and S2 in fig. 1. Then let the wires be cut by
the lines of magnetic force of a primary current, causing equal and
similarly directed E.M.F.'S in them between K-^ and Slt also between
shall call these the impressed
51 and $2 and between S2 and 2
It is easily seen that those
forces and ignore the external agency.
between K^ and S can produce no current ; neither can those between
52 and 2 as there is no permittance attached to those parts of the
But between S^ and S2 the wires are not conductively concircuit.
nected.
Yet the impressed forces can still produce no current, because
any current there might be is constrained to be of the same strength in
both wires, and to be oppositely directed. This conclusion is wholly
independent of the resistances concerned, as well as of the permittances
of the condensers ; so that there could be, in this case also, no inter-

K

,

K

;

ference effect.

.

We
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Thus, formally, let the arrows indicate the directions of positive
current and E.M.F. ; let
and 2 be the resistances of the upper and
l
L the inductance of the circuit 7t 1 $2 7?2$1 ;
lower middle sections
and e 2 the impressed forces in 7^ and 2 and V^ 2 the falls of
gj
Then, if G is the current in
potential through the condensers.

R

R

;

R

-Bj

and

E

2,

el

V

,

+ e^Tl +F'2 + (Il l + E ? + Lp)C

.................. (1)

the equation of E.M.F. in the circuit R^S^R^ where
the timeilifferentiator. Also, the condenser-equations are
is

stands for

p

C=(K + 8, PW^(K^S,p)V2 .................... (2)
l

K

the currents in J^ and

KV

K^

in the figure be
and 2 2
Here K^
2
be arbitrary, depending upon the nature of the line, etc.,
to the left of Sl and to the right of S.2 if we take
and 2 2 to be
the currents which shunt the condensers. From these data, if e l + e 2 = 0,
we have C = 0, so far as impressed force in M l and R2 is concerned.
If e^ + e 2 be not zero, P\ and
be found by
2 may
if

and

Kc,

may

,

K^

.

KF

F

'

same denominator
Thus, since the equal and similarly-directed impressed forces in the
two wires between the condensers can produce no current, and since
the same reasoning applies to any number of condensers with any
resistances and inductances between them, we may conclude that there
will be no current induced in any part of a circuit consisting of two
wires twisted together, however unequal they may be, provided the
effective permittance be the permittance in the sense above mentioned.
This is most intimately connected with the fact that under these circumstances the propagation of signals from end to end of the line takes
place in the same manner as on a single wire with earth-return.
As the interference is not due to the mutual permittance, we must
refer it to the permittances of the wires with respect to external conLet it be the earth that is
ductors, or rather, to inequalities therein.
the external conductor, and now modify fig. 1 thus, to make fig. 2.
Here the pair of condensers S1 and S2 represent the permittances of the

-*
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!

^::

R,

- --

-*-

im^)

R,
FIG.

2.

upper and lower wires with respect to earth at one place, and S3 and S4
do the same at another place, the earth being represented by a wire
joining the condensers together as represented, to which wire we may
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attribute resistance r, which may be zero if we please.
As before, the
arrows indicate the direction of positive current and E.M.F. Let C v C2
and c be the currents in R lt # 2 and r ; and let L lt L 2 and
be the
,

inductances, self and mutual, of the circuits
the equations of E.M.F. in these circuits are
i
e.

2

I

+

a

+

+

M

,

R S3rS
l

1

and rS4 R 2 S2

,

Then

.

-rc

lP

=V,+ Vt + (R, + L 2 p)C2 + rc + JfpCv

Vlt F2 etc., are the falls of potential through the condensers.
Also, the condenser-equations are
where

,

c-,

= saP v, + K.( v, +

r,)

=slf 71+ K,

(

r,

+ F2 ),\ "

.

.

K

and 3 be the conductances (generalised) of the systems to the
between the upper side of Sl and the lower of S and to the right
between the upper side of Ss and the lower of $4
Finally, to complete
the relations, we have
if K-L

left

.

C^c^Cs ..................................... (6)
As

not now constrained to be of the same strength in
the two wires, on account of the auxiliary conductor r, we shall usually
have differential effects and interferences. Let us then enquire how to
make the currents in K^ and 3 zero when e l + e 2 = 0. That is,
the current

is

K

Fi+F^O,
Introduce these into
.i

F +F4 = 0,

and
(4),

when

3

^+^=

.......... (7)

and we get

-

- rc

i

-(i- Vi~ y3 ) = (^ +
by adding which there

results

^^(R l + L l p + Mp)Cl + (R 2 + L 2 p + Mp}C 2 ................ (9)
Also,

by

(7) in (5),

C ~SlP 7
l

l

we have

from which we see that
(9),

0^-807^ -8#7

-S^7v

C2 /Cl = - S%/Sl = - SJSB

;

......... (10)

which,

used in

give

= (R l -R,S2 /S )C l +{(L 1 + M)-(L, + M)S2 /Sl } P Cl
1

which must be identically

satisfied.

Hence,

,

.........

(11)

finally,

/io\

Notice the
are the complete conditions of the induction balance.
independence of the auxiliary wire's resistance. From this we see that
in the previous case (got

by making

balance was merely true because

R

2,

that

and

r infinite

Gl = C2

here), the induction-

then, as
Notice also that
;

may have any values.
and Z 2 + M are the inductions through
L^^ +

etc.,

M

R^StfrSt due to unit current in the circuit
H.E.P.
VOL. ii.
y

R

we saw

M

is

before, Ji v

negative,

the circuits

and

R SsrS
l

l
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R

= R^ etc., we
If, as in the simplest case, the wires are equal, and
l
of course upset the induction-balance by putting a coil in sequence with
one of the wires R^ R^ and restore it by putting an equal coil in
In this case of equality, undisturbed, we
sequence with the other.
have, since P^

Cl

= Pi 2

,

L^

= L2 S = S2 S3 ,

,

l

4,

=-C =-^c = S pF = S pF = S pF^S p^',
2

l

and the equation of E.M.F.
condensers and return, is

1

3

B

in the circuit of

2

P v R2

4

in parallel,

and the

Ol ..... (13)

We

R

R

have now equal and similarly directed currents in
and 2
l
passing through the condensers and returning combined through the
The equal wires may be replaced by one of half the
auxiliary wire.
resistance, and of inductance ^(^-M); the terminal condensers S1
and $2 by one of double the permittance, and similarly for S3 and S4
when put in sequence with the substituted wire on the one hand and r
on the other. Then 2Cl is the going and return current.
It may, perhaps, be worth while to give the full equations in the
general case of disturbed balance.
They are
,

,

in

which the A's and B's have the expressions

U+j$%

+ ( R l + ^X*. +

^

+ ('^ + MKJP>

-rSt p + Mp(K, + St p),

From

these

we may deduce

(12)

by taking

When, instead of two pairs of condensers only, as in fig. 2, we have
a large number of pairs, the earth-wire r must run on and join the
see from this that the equal KM.F.'S in
middles of every pair.
Rl and R2 will cause currents in them similarly directed which will not
return immediately by the wire r in the figure, but only partly there,
the rest going further and getting to the auxiliary wire through other
condensers.
Supposing, then, we have the condensers, etc., uniformly
distributed, if the impressed forces be also uniformly distributed along

We

the two wires, there would be, by their mutual cancelling, little if any
effect produced (not referring to the balance at the terminals, which is
independent of uniformity of distribution of the equal E.M.F.'S). But,
will not be thus uniformly distributed.
generally, the E.M.F.'S
The general equations of self- and mutual-induction of parallel wires,
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given in "Induction between Parallel Wires" [vol. I., p. 116], show
that if we start with a pair of equal wires looped, and then introduce
some inequality, we cause the induction-balance to be a little upset, and
simultaneously we cause the circuit to behave not quite the same as a
single wire, as described in App. A.
Thus, if the wires be equal in all
respects, and be at the same height above the ground, they behave as
one ; and also, if exposed to the interference of a parallel wire equidistant from them, the balance will not be upset.
But if the paired
wires be in a vertical plane, and therefore at different heights above
the ground, we cause a small departure from behaviour as a single wire,
and also slightly upset the balance, even although the interfering wire
be equidistant from the paired two. Both effects will be small, and it
is questionable whether
they would be observable. But I am informed
by my brother that the interference arising from one wire being of iron
and the other of copper has been observed in his district.
When the circuit is completed by a concentric tube, the external
permittance of the tube will give rise to interference, if the circuit be
This has not yet been observed.
long enough.
Practical telephonists who keep their eyes open have unusual opportunities of observing very curious and interesting electrostatic and
magnetic effects. Unfortunately, however, the demands of business, to
say nothing of other reasons, usually prevent their careful examination,
record,

APP.

C.

and explanation.

On

the Propagation of Signals along

Wires of

Low

Resistance,

especially in reference to Long-Distance Telephony.

A

WHOLLY exaggerated importance has been attached by some writers
to electrostatic retardation.
I do not desire to underrate its importance in the least its influence is sometimes paramount, but the
application of reasoning based solely upon electrostatic considerations
should certainly be limited to such cases where the application is legitimate.
Now some writers, without any justification, take Sir W.
Thomson's theory of the submarine cable to be the theory for universal
(or almost universal) application, supposing that magnetic induction is
merely a disturbing cause, introducing additional retardation, but only
to an extent which is practically negligible in copper circuits.
This is
very wide of the truth. What has yet to be distinctly recognised by
practicians, is that the theory of the transmission of signals along wires
is a many-sided one, and that the electrostatic theory shows
only one
a very important one, but having only a limited application in
side
some of the more modern developments of commercial electricity,
Somenotably in telephony, especially through wires of low resistance.
times magnetic inertia itself becomes a main controlling factor.

In my paper "On the Extra Current" [Art. xiv., vol. I., p. 53] I
brought the consideration of magnetic induction into the theory of the
propagation of disturbances along a wire, by the introduction of the
E.M.F. of inertia, according to Maxwell's system, in accordance with
which the inductance per unit length of wire is twice the magnetic
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energy of the unit current in the wire. Calling this L, the momentum
is LC and the E.M.F. due to its variation is - LC per unit length.
In my paper "On Induction between Parallel Wires" [Art. xix.,
vol. I., p. 116] I have further considered the question; and more
1885-6-7, in the course of my articles "Electromagnetic
Induction and its Propagation," and "The Self-induction of Wires," I
have given a tolerably comprehensive theory of the propagation of disturbances, and have worked out certain important parts of it in detailed
solutions suitable for numerical calculation. In the present place I propose to give some practical applications of the formulae, in addition to
what I have already given, to be followed by an account of the principal
properties of a distortionless circuit, which casts considerable light on
the subject by reason of the simplicity of treatment it allows.

recently,

Roughly speaking, we may divide

circuits into five classes
Circuits of considerable permittance, to be regarded as submarine
cables in general, according to the electrostatic theory, unless the wavefrequency be great or the resistance very low. Long overhead wires of
:

(1).

comparatively small permittance may sometimes be included, especially
if the resistance be high.
the electro(2). Short lines which may be treated by disregarding
static permittance altogether, and considering only the resistance and
inductance, provided the frequency be not too great.
Ordinary short
telephone-circuits usually
(3).

An

intermediate

come under
class,

in

this class.

which both the

electrostatic

and

magnetic sides have to be considered simultaneously. This class is
rather troublesome to manage in general.
(4). Yet another class brought into existence by the late extensions
of the telephone in America and on the Continent, and of rapidly
increasing importance, in which wires of small resistance and small
permittance are used combined with high frequencies, and in which the
permittance (though small) must not be ignored, since, in combination
with the inductance it produces an approximation towards the transmission of signals without distortion. The theory is then, even when
the line is thousands of miles long, quite unlike the electrostatic theory.
(5). Distortionless circuits, now to be first described, in which, by
means of a suitable amount of leakage, the distortion of waves is
abolished.
Though rather outside practice, except that extreme cases
of the last class resemble it, this class is very important in the comprehensive theory, because it supplies a sort of royal road to the more
the subject.
also be sub-classes derived

difficult parts of

There

from the above. For instance,
a leaky submarine cable, in which resistance, permittance and leakageconductance control matters, whilst inertia may be of insensible influence.

may

The peculiarity that is brought in by magnetic inertia (symbolised
by the inductance) combined with electric displacement, is propagation
by elastic waves (similar to the waves that may be sent along a flexible

common clothes-line, though even then there
not usually enough resistance), as distinguished from the waves of
diffusion (as of heat in metals) which is the main characteristic of the
cord, or perhaps better, a
is
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slow signalling through an Atlantic cable. The two features are always
both present, but sometimes one is paramount, as in class (1), and
sometimes the other, as in classes (4) and (5). [The Americans who
went in for wires of low resistance had, I think, no idea of the important theoretical significance of the step they took, but did it because
they wanted long-distance telephony, and because wires of high resistance would not go a characteristically American way of doing things.
Yet their action led the way to a rapid recognition of the sound
practical merits of Maxwell's theory of the dielectric.]
Let E, S, L,
be the resistance, permittance, inductance, and leakageconductance respectively, per unit length of circuit, which may be a
single wire with earth-return, or a pair of wires in loop, in which case
the wires should generally be equal, to avoid the interferences which
would remain in spite of the twisting by which the greater part of the
interferences from other circuits may be eliminated.
Also, let Fand
C be the potential-difference and current at distance z ; then

K

-VF=(E + LP )C,
where

-VC=(K+Sp)r,

............. (1)

V

stands for d/dz and p for d/dt, are the fundamental equations.
Now suppose that an oscillatory impressed force acts at the beginning
of the line.
Let p denote the ratio of its amplitude to that of the
current.
At z = Q, p is plainly the impedance of the circuit to the
If the line were perfectly insulated, and had no
impressed force.
permittance, p would be a constant for the whole circuit, at a given
But the range of the current is not everywhere the same
frequency.
The term
(besides varying in phase), so that p is a function of z.
impedance is strictly applicable only at the place of impressed force,
therefore.
But to avoid coining a new word, I shall extend its use, and
term p anywhere the " equivalent impedance." It is with the equivalent
impedance at the far end of the circuit, say z = I, that we are principally
concerned.
Call it /, this being the ratio of the amplitude of the
impressed force at z = to that of the current at z = I. Let

LSv*=l,
where

nftir

is

X/Ln=f,

the frequency.

Also

P or e = "(l) t {(l+/
On

.

K/Sn = g,

................. (2)

let
i

2
)

(l

these understandings, the value of

+f}(fg- 1)}* ............. (3)

/ is

provided the line be short-circuited at both ends.

Terminal apparatus

will be considered later.

If
If

S

only

0,

K= 0, then I=Rl the steady resistance of the circuit.
K= 0, then /= l(E* + L n the magnetic impedance. If

L = 0,

S=Q,

= 0, K=0,

t

2

)*,

I=i(A\
in

which

2

then
{<?"

+ e- 8 "-

2 cos

2^}*,

.................. (5)

Pl = (\nR3lrf............................... (6)
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Now

the significance of (4) depends materially upon the values of the
First as regards g.
ratios /, g, and on the frequency.
leakageresistance of 1 megohm per kiloni. makes
10~ 20 , and a permittance

A

K=

makes S= 10~ 20 also. Therefore on a land-line
per kilom. insulation-resistance and '01 microf. per kilom.
= 100//1. Thus g is important at low frequencies,
permittance, we have g
and becomes a small fraction at high frequencies, even with this relaThus, ?i=1000 makes #='1, and n = 20,000
tively low insulation.
makes g='OQ5. These correspond to frequencies of about 160 and
3200.
We see that in telephony, even with poor insulation, g is always
small.
By bettering the insulation it is made smaller still. Therefore
we may practically take g = Q in telephony through a fairly well-insulated line.
Notice here that the effect of g in attenuating the current
may be considerable when the frequency is low, and yet be small when
the frequency is high.
Now the frequency is low on long submarine cables. Consequently
But
g, if there is sensible leakage, has an important attenuating effect.
the above formula does not inform us what other effects leakage has,
except by examination through a large range of frequencies. It has a
remarkable effect in removing the distortion of the signals, by neutralisThis is marked when the
ing the effect of electrostatic retardation.
is
and
becomes
it is
But in the
less
marked
when
low,
frequency
high.
latter case, if the frequency be only high enough, there is little distortion even when the insulation is perfect, or g = 0, provided the resistance
be small. Thus g has a large attenuating and also a large rectifying
effect when the frequency is low; when it is high, then it does not
attenuate so much and does not rectify so much, nor is so much rectifiBut the full nature of this rectifying action will be seen
cation wanted.
later in the distortionless circuit.
Now consider /. This depends on the resistance, inductance, and
4
frequency. Now 1 ohm per kilom. makes -ff=10 ; consequently, if
r be the resistance in ohms per kilom.,
of
of

1

1

microf. per kilom.

megohm

f=W*r/Ln ................................. (7)
In a long submarine cable r is small, but n is also small, and L is small,
or certainly not great ; therefore / is big.
So we may take its reciprocal
We have
to be zero ; or, what will come to the same thing, take L = 0.
then the formula (5) for the equivalent impedance (unless leakage is
2^
is
important) ; and since we can work up to such frequencies that e
we
then
write
big,
may
(8)

or

p

where PI

= I/El =

Pl

(8Pl)-\

...................... (9)

is as in
This PI may be as big as 10 on an Atlantic
(6).
Equation (8) shows the extent to which the line's resistance
appears to be multiplied, and is according to Sir W. Thomson's theory.
Now consider buried wires of 45 ohms per mile, such as are used in
telephony by the Post Office. Being twin wires, L is small ; so, when
n is even as high as 10 1 / is made rather large. Consequently we may

cable.

,
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still
apply the electrostatic theory, even in telephony, so far as the
buried wires mentioned are concerned, although it will somewhat fail
at the higher frequencies
and we see that it is by reason of their
high resistance and low inductance that we can ignore the influence
of inertia in them.
But this does not apply to the suspended wires
which are in circuit with the buried wires, as we shall see pre:

sently.

Consider a pair of open or suspended wires. Take 20 ohms per
kilom. as the resistance, or 10 ohms each wire.
This will, by (7), make
/=2 if Z=10 and n= 10,000; and /=-2 if =100. Now the last
value of L is extreme.
It could only be got with an iron wire, and its
inductivity would need to be large even then ; besides that, the frequency would need to be low in order to allow the large L to operate,
on account of the increased resistance due to the tendency to skinconduction at high frequencies. Such a large value of L may usually
= 50
be put on one side, so far as practical work is concerned; but
would be more reasonable, remembering that in L is included the part
due to the dielectric surrounding the wire. The data regarding the
inductivity of iron telegraph-wires are not copious ; from my own
observations, I believe that, with the weak magnetic forces concerned in
= 200 is high, and it may be as low as 100. The point is,
telephony, /*
however, that /, from being large, may be made small by increasing the
inductance without other changes. Still, however, with the assumed
steady resistance of 20 ohms per kilom., we could not treat /as a small
fraction, especially as the increased resistance due to the imperfect
penetration of the magnetic induction into the wires will increase /, as
will also the reduced inductance due to the same cause.
Thus / must
be kept in the formula for the equivalent impedance, though not to
be treated as either very large or very small in general. That is,
we have the form of theory of class (3) mentioned above. Similar
remarks apply to long suspended copper wires if the resistance be
several ohms per kilom., and they be at the usual distance apart ; for

although with high frequencies / will be small, yet it will not be
small enough at the low frequencies to allow of its treatment as a
small quantity.
We should therefore use equation (4) with only g =
in general.

But now come to a copper wire
loop with a similar wire, making

of only 1 ohm per kilom., in
Now %=10 4
or r = 2.

R= 20 4

/.2/i;

(10)

from which we see that / may be so small a fraction as to lead to a
We now have the fourth class of circuits ;
simplified form of theory.
well-insulated, of low resistance, and of fairly high inductance, making
RjLn small, and a tolerably close approach to distortionless transmission.

Here
estimate the value of L, go back to equation (2) defining v.
order
of
same
the
but
of
than
that
less
of
light,
always
magnitude. If the wires are of iron, it is considerably less ; but if of
copper it is so little less that we may neglect the difference. Now

To

v is a speed,
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and

1

microf.

= 10~ 15

,

so that

if S Q is

the permittance in microf.

per kilom.,

L=($s

)-\

................................

(11)

useful in giving an immediate notion of the size of L in
of the permittance, when that is known.
Thus '01 microf.
2
per kilom. makes L = 11, so that /= T T when n= 10,000, when the
resistance per kilom. is 2 ohms ; and / is only TXT at the higher

which
terms

is

frequency 20,000/27r.

But

this estimate (11) will always be too small a one, and sometimes
It was
too small, if S Q be the measured permittance per kilom.
found by Professor Jenkin that the measured permittance was twice as
great as that calculated on the assumption that the wire was solitary.
The explanation (or a part of it) which I have before given [Art. xn.,
vol. L, p. 42, and XXXVIL, vol. IL, p. 159] is that the neighbouring
wires themselves largely increase the permittance.
Therefore, if s be
the measured permittance in presence of earthed wires, the real L must
be considerably greater than by equation (11). On the other hand,
there is a set-off by reason of L being reduced by the induction of
currents in the neighbouring wires, though not so greatly as to

much

Again, the magnetic field peneBut, to avoid these complexities,
which require us to consider the various mutual effects of circuits,
let our circuit be quite solitary.
Then, if r = radius of each wire, and
counteract the

trates the earth,

s

= distance

effect.

preceding

which increases L.

apart,

L= 1-1-4 log (s/r)

............................ (12)

= 1,

as with copper wires, the 1 standing for J/AJ + J/J 2 if /^ and
These terms are important
the inductivities of the two wires.
in the case of iron wires ; but riot with copper, unless the wires are very
close, when they become relatively important on account of the smallness of the total inductance.
The other part of L is the inductance of
the dielectric, and it is this which, when multiplied by S, gives the
reciprocal of the square of the speed of light, subject to the proper
limitations.
Now L = 20 requires s/r = 148 ; or if r be inch (which is
about what is wanted to make the resistance 1 ohm per mile), s must
be 18 J inches.
therefore see that L = 20 is quite a reasonable value

when
H2 are

yu,

,

We

with copper

n = 10,000.

loop-circuits.
Thus /is less

It gives

/= 1 when n= 1000,

and -^ when

than unity throughout the whole range of
telephonic frequencies, and becomes a small fraction even at practical
frequencies.
Take, then, g =

and / small in
1

n

R

(3)

and

R

and the equivalent impedance formula

We

(4).

get

n

(4)

reduces to
(14)

in the fourth class of circuits.
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The further significance of this formula will depend materially upon
the value of the ratio ltt/2Lv (that is, the value of PI), the ratio of the
resistance of the circuit to 2Lv, which is, in the present case, 1 200 ohms.
If the length of the circuit be a small fraction of 600 kiloms., the
impedance depends upon the frequency in a fluctuating manner, going
down nearly to Uil and then running up nearly to Lv, as the circular
function goes from - 1 to + 1, on raising the frequency.
Thus the
least possible equivalent impedance at z = l is one half the
steady
resistance of the line, and the greatest is Lv.
According to (14) this would go on indefinitely, as the frequency was
raised continuously.
But another effect would come into play, viz., the
increased resistance due to skin-conduction, with a corresponding small
change in L. As the result of this increased resistance the value of
Il/2Lv will rise, and the range in the fluctuations of / decrease ; and if
the frequency be pushed high enough the fluctuations will tend to
But this could not happen in telephony at any reasonable
disappear.

frequency, say n = 20,000.
The physical cause of the low value \El at certain frequencies is the
timing together of the impressed force at the beginning of the circuit
and the reflected waves. It is akin to resonance. Thus, if the line
had no resistance at all we should have

I=Lv$in(nl/v),

............................

(15)

with the circular function taken always positive.
When nl/v = 7r,
1=0. Then 27r/n = 2l/v, or the period of the impressed force coincides
with the time of a double transit (to the end of the circuit and

back again).
In connection with (15) I
for the impedance,
its

early part,

when

may mention

that an approximate formula

nl/v is in the first quadrant,

and

especially in

is

which shows the beginning of the action of the permittance in reducing
the impedance from its magnetic value as the frequency is raised.
But to use wires of such low resistance for comparatively short lines
would be wastefully extravagant.
Such wires admit of very long
being worked. Therefore increase the length of the line in
equation (14) ; as we do this the range in the oscillation in / falls,
until, when fil = 2Lv, I does not depend much upon the circular
function.
We may then, and at all higher frequencies, write simply
circuits

.............................

(17)

-Compare with (8), the corresponding cable-formula, and note the differThe impedance is now nearly independent of the frequency,
ences.
and there is nearly distortionless transmission of signals, provided H/Ln
be small, and Bl/Lc = 2 or 3 or more.
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The following table gives the values of p calculated by (14), which
only assumes that RjLn is small, for a series of values of PdjLv = y.
y-
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waves to enter them from the

dielectric and be dissipated, but would
along like greased lightning. Then there is a kind of
circuit which is distortionless, but in which there is considerable attenuation.
Here, plainly, any distance can be worked through, provided
the attenuation is not too great.
Trial alone could settle how far it
would be practicable with a given type. Coming to more practical
cases, there is the approximately distortionless circuit above described.
Here the attenuation is not nearly so great as in the distortionless
circuit of the same type (that is, only differing in the leakage needed
to remove the remaining distortion), so that the distance to be worked
through is much greater with similarly sensitive instruments, or with
instruments graduated to make the currents received and sounds
produced be about equal in the different cases compared. Here, again,
trial alone can settle how far we may work safely.
Supposing, for
instance, we had reached a practical limit with nearly distortionless
transmission, it is clear that we could increase that limit by the simple
expedient of increasing the current sent out or the sensitiveness of the
receiver.
So we cannot fix a limit at all on theoretical principles.
let

them

slip

But undoubtedly the distortion will increase as the circuit is lengthened
(except in the ideal distortionless circuit) ; this will tend to fix a limit,
though we cannot precisely define it, independently of the attenuation.
Nor should interferences be forgotten, and their distorting effects.
When thousands of miles are in question, many other things may
come in to interfere, all tending to fix a limit. Independently of the
line, too, there are the terminal arrangements to be considered.
practical limit in a given case might be fixed merely by the inadequate
But
intensity of the received currents to work the receiver suitably.
apart from intensity of action, both the transmitter and the receiving
The distortion
telephone distort the proper "signals" themselves.
due to the electrical part of the receiver may, however, be minimized
by a suitable choice of its impedance, and especially by making its
inductance the smallest possible consistent with the possession of the
other necessary qualifications.
The conditions as regards perfect
"
silence in reception are also of importance.
Finally, there is
personal
It
is
that
in
such
a
clear, then,
equation."
mixed-up problem as this
is, we cannot safely estimate what amount of distortion is permissible
in transit along the circuit, and how much attenuated and distorted
we may allow the vibrations to become before human speech ceases to

A

be recognisable as such, and to be intelligibly guessable.
It is, however, surprising what a large amount of distortion is
It is, indeed,
permissible, not merely on long lines, but on short ones.
customary, or certainly was on the first introduction of the telephone,
and for long after, for people to enlarge upon the wonderful manner
in which a receiving telephone exactly reproduces, in all details, the
sounds that are communicated to the transmitter, and to be astonished

power the disc possesses of doing it, and to explain it by
harmonic analysis, and so forth. Well, the disc does not do it. If it
did, as it would be in quite mechanical obedience to the forces acting
upon it, there would be nothing to wonder at ; or the reason for wonder
at the
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would be shifted elsewhere. It would be really wonderful if we could
The best telephony is bad to the
get perfect reproduction of speech.
critical ear, if a high standard be selected, and not one based
upon
mere intelligibility. (As a commentary upon the reports of " perfect
articulation," etc., I may mention that we sometimes see the amusingly
innocent remarks added that even whistling could be heard, and one
voice distinguished from another.)
Consider the difficulties in the
cannot even make the diaphragm of the transmitter precisely
way.
follow the vibrations set up by the vocal organs (which vibrations are, by
the way, distorted between the larynx and the diaphragm, though this
is not an important matter), because it is not a dead-beat
arrangement,
and responds differently to different tones.
Here is one cause of
second occurs in trying to make the primary current
distortion.
variations copy the motion of the diaphragm.
third is in the
transformation to the secondary circuit, though perhaps this and the
last transformation may be taken together with advantage.
So to
begin with, we have considerably distorted our signals before getting
them on to the telephone line. Then, there is the distortion in transit,
which may be very little or very great, according to the nature of the line.
Next, the received-current variations ought to be exactly copied by the
magnetic stress between the disc and magnet of the receiver. But the
inductance of the receiver prevents that, even if the resistance be
suitably chosen to nearly stop the reaction of the instrument on the
Then we should get the disc of the telephone to exactly copy
line.
the magnetic- force variations, which it cannot do at all well, on account
of the want of dead-beatness, and the augmentation of certain tones
and weakening of others. The remaining transformations, from the
brain to the vocal organs at one end, and from the disc to the brain
via the air and ear at the other end of the circuit, we need not consider.
And yet, after all these transformations and distortions, practical

We

A

A

The real explanation is, I think, to be found
is possible.
in the human mind, which has been continuously trained during a
lifetime (assisted by inherited capacity) to interpret the indistinct
indications impressed upon the human ear ; of which some remarkable
telephony

examples may be found amongst partially deaf persons, who seem to
hear very well even when all they have to go by (which practice makes
sufficient) is as like articulate speech as a man's shadow is like the man.
In connection with these transformations, I may mention that one
of them, viz., in the telephone receiver itself, was until recently unWriters have before now remarked upon the necessity of a
explained.

and speculated as to its cause, and recently
recalled attention to the matter, and candidly
confessed his ignorance of the explanation, beyond what was furnished
by M. Giltay, who had also considered the matter, and found that the

permanent magnetic
Prof. Silvanus

field,

Thompson

permanent field was needed to eliminate the vibrations of doubled
frequency that would result were there no permanent field. This is
true in a sense ; but it is not the really important part of what is,
I think, the true explanation, because the vibrations of doubled
frequency would be very feeble. What the permanent field does is
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to vastly magnify the effect of the weak telephonic currents, and make
them workable. The disc is attracted by the magnet, and the stress
between them varies as the square of the intensity of magnetic force in
We want the disc to vibrate sensibly by very
the intermediate space.
weak variations of magnetic force. If the permanent magnet were not
But
there, we should have insensible vibrations of doubled frequency.
the permanent field makes the stress-variations vary as the product of
the intensity of the permanent field and that of the weak variation due

to the current-variations ; they are therefore proportional to the received
current-variations, and are also greatly magnified, so that the telephone
becomes efficient. [See Art. xxxvi., vol. n., p. 155.]
Returning to the telephone-circuit itself, the following would appear
to be what should be aimed at (apart from improvements in terminal

transmission and reception) in efficient long-distance telephony. Setting
up an arbitrary train of disturbances at one end, causing the despatch
of a continuously varying train of waves into the circuit, the waves
should travel to the distant end of the line as little distorted as possible,
and with as nearly equal attenuation as possible, which attenuation
should not be too great
and, finally, on reaching the terminal
telephone, the waves should be absorbed by it, as nearly as possible,
without reflex action. This ideal may be illustrated by a long cord,
along which we can, by forcibly agitating one end, despatch a train
of waves, which travel along it only slightly distorted, and which
should then be absorbed by some mechanical arrangement at the
further end.
Theoretically this only needs the further end to have its
motion resisted by a force proportional to its velocity, the coefficient
of resistance depending upon the mass and tension of the cord.
At any intermediate point we may correctly register the disturbances
It is evident that the reflected wave from the distant end
passing it.
should be done away with, in order that the disturbances passing (and
reaching the distant end) may be a correct copy of those originally
This ideal state of things is fairly-well reached in the
despatched.
fourth class of circuits above mentioned, and perfectly in the fifth
class, whilst the low-resistance long-distance circuits introduced in
America are somewhere between the third and the fourth classes.
In passing from the fourth class to the third, by increasing the
resistance of the line from very low to more common values, the effect
is to introduce a considerable amount of distortion which may be
The
(somewhat imperfectly) ascribed to electrostatic retardation.
limiting distance of telephony will therefore now depend more upon
Still
the circuit itself (apart from terminal arrangements) than before.
we cannot fix it. Only by passing to the extreme case of such high
resistance of the line acting in conjunction with the permittance that
the effect of inertia is really insensible, do we so magnify the effect of
the distortion in transit as to make the limiting distance be determined
2
approximately by the value of the electrostatic time-constant JtSl
now come to the first class we began with, and Sir W. Thomson's
law of the squares may be applied in making comparisons. The distortion in transit is very great, if the line be long, and we therefore to
;

.

We
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some extent swamp the terminal apparatus

as regards the total dis-

tortion.

But there is only a tendency to the electrostatic theory, not a comIn the case of a cable of the Atlantic type, used as a
plete fulfilment.
telephone-circuit (of course not across the Atlantic) the resistance is
rather low, and this is quite sufficient, in conjunction with the inductance, to greatly improve matters from the electrostatic theory, in spite
In fact, a small amount of inductance is
render telephony possible under circumstances which would
To show this, consider the
preclude possibility were it non-existent.
following table
of the large permittance.

sufficient to

:

n.
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uniformly attenuated ? If so, then this circuit of 4500 kilom. will work
with good articulation, under favourable conditions freedom from
But I do not fix this limit, nor any, for reasons
interferences, etc.
before given.

This difference should be noted. In the case of the cable of no
If
inductance, the reduction to 1/58 part applies only to %=10,000.
?i=1250, at the lower limit, the reduction is only to 10/17 of the
steady current ; thus there is plenty of sound, but very inarticulate.
This is the reverse of what occurs in our other case, in which there is
little sound, but with good articulation, and therefore
usefully admitting
of magnification.
If, on the other hand, we take the electrostatic time-constant as *02
second, the attenuation at n = 10,000 is, by the second table, to 1/778 of
the steady current ; and this value, by the first table, gives PdjLv = say
20, and HI
12,000 and = 6000 kilom., and the equivalent impedance
= 778 x 12,000 ohms. Of course this is excessively large. If component vibrations on a cable really suffer attenuation to 1/778 part,
such vibrations might as well be altogether omitted, leaving only the
lower tones. On the other hand, a sufficient magnification in the
6000 kilom. case would render telephony possible. But the probable
fact is that '01 second with L
Q is not possible, far less '02 second.
When it is said to be done, the reason is that L is not zero. In the
north of England examples there are usually buried wires and overhead
wires in sequence, so that it is still more true that self-induction comes
in to help, although the theory of such composite circuits cannot be

brought down to numerical calculation.

easily

But, returning to the 4500 kilom. example, it appears reasonable that
the circuit might be worked under favourable circumstances.
Let us
see what its electrostatic time-constant is.
get, by (11), SQ
microf. per kilom.
Hence

We

than 22 times the supposed maximum of -01 second.
a large allowance, and suppose that an attenuation to
part only of the steady current, instead of -% part, is the utmost
allowable, we shall see by the table that this makes Pd = \\Lv (instead
of the previous 15), so that the electrostatic time-constant is still a

which

Even

is

if

no

less

we make

^

large multiple of the value -01 obtained

by observation

of wires of high

resistance.

Again, to contrast the two theories, let us inquire what length of line
'01 sec. the electrostatic time-constant.
The result is 300^10
or say 900 kilom., of resistance 1800 ohms, which is only three times Lv ;
so that there is nearly perfect transmission on the line of low resistance,
whilst there is extreme distortion on the circuit having the same electrostatic time-constant if destitute of inductance.
Since there is a minimum value of the attenuation-ratio I/ HI when
the ratio El/Lv is variable, let it be merely L that is variable, without
change of length or resistance. This may be done by simply varying

makes
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The minimum
the distance between the two wires in the circuit.
attenuation at the distant end comes about (by first table) when
Rl

El

JRlohms

When / = 600 kilom. we have L = 20, as we saw before. If / = 300 kilom.,
then L = 1 0, which change is easily made by bringing the wires closer.
But if = 1200 kilom., we require L = 40, and a wide separation is necesI

But there is another thing to be
distance between the wires should continue to be a
small fraction of the height above the ground, in order that the property
LSv2 = 1 should remain fairly true. Although the permittance does not
appear explicitly in formula (14), it is implicitly present in v, and in
such a way that a doubling of S and halving of L are equivalent.
(But
this does not apply to the table, where L and S may vary independently.)
Now, if we separate wires very widely without raising them any higher,
S tends to become simply the reciprocal of the sum of the elastances
from the first wire to earth and from the earth to the second wire ;
It therefore tends to constancy
that is, half the permittance of either.
instead of varying inversely as L, which goes on increasing slowly as
the wires are further separated. Hence the necessity of raising the
wires, as well as of separating them, if the full advantage of L is to be
sary, according to equation (12).

remembered.

The

secured when it is large.
In passing, I may add that if the earth were perfectly conducting, so
as to shut out the magnetic field from itself, the product LSv'2 where L
is the inductance of the dielectric and S its permittance, calculated so
as to suit the propagation of plane-waves, would remain unity always,
however the wires were shifted, provided parallelism were maintained.
It seems at first sight anomalous that when the permittance is so
small that we might expect the common magnetic formula to apply, we
should increase the amplitude of current of any (not too low) frequency
by increasing the inductance. It seems to show how careful we should
be not to extend too widely the application of professedly approximate
formulae.
Equation (4) has quite different significations under varied
circumstances ; and, general as it is, it is yet not general enough to
meet extreme cases, even when, as in my original statement of it (The
Electrician, July 23, 1886) [vol. II., p. 61], the increased resistance
and reduced inductance due to the tendency towards skin-conduction
Besides the propagation of disturbances through the
are allowed for.
dielectric following the wires, after the manner of plane- waves, there is
an outward propagation from the source of energy, which seems to me,
however, to be quite a secondary matter, and insignificant, especially
when the circuit is a metallic loop, which concentrates the electromagnetic field considerably. But when there is an earth-return, there
is a wide extension of the magnetic field, and distances from the line
should be compared with its length, in making estimates of the range of
disturbances of appreciable magnitude, appreciable by cumulative action
on a distant wire. There are also the modifications due to the presence
of neighbouring wires, which may be calculated by the equations of a
,
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But perhaps the most important modifying
that of the terminal apparatus.
I have considered the effect of
any terminal apparatus in my paper,
" On
the Self-induction of Wires," Part V., [vol. IL, p. 247].
It is very
complex in general. But so far as relates to a long circuit of low resistTake (17) as the formula
ance, we do not want the full formulae.
when the wires are short-circuited at the sending and receiving ends.
Then, when we put on terminal apparatus containing no impressed
force except the one sinusoidally varying force at the beginning of the
circuit, (which may be in any part of the main circuit of the terminal
apparatus there), the result is to alter the attenuation-ratio from the
former /> to p v given by
system

of parallel wires.

influence of all

is

............................

ft-pxejxflf,
where G$ and G$ are the terminal

(19)

and receiving
Let R^ and L^ be the

factors for the sending

ends, to be calculated in the following manner.
"
"
effective
resistance and inductance of the apparatus at the receiving
then
end,

(20)

without assumptions regarding the size of / and g. Now take g = 0,
/ a small fraction, and we reduce (20), when the fraction fLfl/Lv

and
is

small, to

G^l+EJLv............................ (21)
Therefore (19) becomes

P^bLv.e^l+EJLv^l+BJLv) ................ (22)
Note that the full expression for G is obtainable from (20) by changing
But if we only assume / to be small and g
A\ and L^ to RQ and LQ
zero, then, instead of (21), we have
.

1

Now

= (1 + El /Lv^ + (L ln/Lv)(L 1 n/Lv-f)+f 2 (Rl /Lv) ......... (23)

let it

be merely a telephone that

is

the receiving apparatus, of

and inductance R 1 and Llt or something equivalent to a mere
If it be a mere coil, and also, though less easily, if a telephone,
coil.
we may vary L^ independently by changing the form of the coil or by

resistance

We

see, then, that the terminal factor
inserting non-conducting iron.
is made a minimum, with
L^ alone variable, when

4
6
4
which, with 72 = 20 and w=10 makes 2Z 1 = 60
quite a reasonable
But if w = 20 3 the result is 150 7 twentyvalue for a small telephone.
five times as large.
Next let it be, not the current, but the magnetic force of the coil
that is a maximum, on the assumption that L-JRy the time-constant of
the coil, is fixed. This is nearly true when the size of the wire is
varied, if it be a mere coil that is concerned, and is an approach to the
,

,

H.E.P.

-VOL.

II.

Z

,
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when there is iron. It is now Gl /R l that has to be a
= constant. This happens when
subject to RiJL-L

truth

)*

= Li>,

minimum,

...........................

(24)

when

the impedance of the coil equals the critical Lv.
"
On Electromagnets," etc. [Art. xvn., vol. I.,
I showed in my paper
in
the
that
theory the condition of maximum magnetic
magnetic
p. 99],
force of the coil is that its impedance should equal that of the rest of
the circuit, which contains the impressed force.
may easily verify
Now
that Lv is the impedance in the present case (with / small).
Lv = 600 ohms when L = 20 ; this is the extreme value of the resistance
of the coil, which should really be less on account of the term L^n.
For instance, if the time-constant be '0002 second, and ?i=10 4 we
= Lv.
see further that this does make fL-^n/Lv
require 2'24 l
Therefore, using (23), we
small, because / is small, and Ll njLv< 1.
or

We

,

:

B

We

have

nW)-},

...........

(25)

4
which, with % = 10 and the time-constant a = -0002, becomes G% = 1*7.
This is, of course, a far larger value of the terminal factor than need
In fact, the conditions of maximum magnetic force of the coil and
be.
of maximum received current are not usually identical, and may be
For instance, if we should make the terminal
quite antagonistic.
factor nearly unity, we should have the biggest current, but with the

least power.

But a remarkable property should be mentioned, which may be
proved by the general formula from which (19) is derived. It is that
if the receiver be a mere resistance, the choice of its resistance to equal
Lv will, when RjLn is small, nearly annihilate the reflected wave, and
so do away with the fluctuations and the distortion due to them,
whether the circuit be a long or a short one. Under these circumstances we have practically perfect reception of signals.
The general condition making G^R a minimum on a long circuit,
subject to constancy of a, is by (19) and (20),

The right member expresses the square of the impedance of the circuit to
a S.H. impressed force at its end.
When/ and g are small we obtain the
former result. The property of equal impedances is, however, a general
one, so that all we do in verifying it is to see that no glaring error has
If a coil connect two points of any arrangement in which a
crept in.
S.H. state is kept up by impressed force, and we vary the size of wire
without varying the size and shape of the coil, we bring the magnetic
force of the coil to a maximum by making its impedance equal to that
external to it, if the thickness of covering vary similarly to that of the
wire.
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ON RESISTANCE AND CONDUCTANCE OPERATORS,
AND THEIR DERIVATIVES, INDUCTANCE AND PERMITTANCE, ESPECIALLY IN CONNECTION WITH
ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC ENERGY.

XLIL

[Phil.

Mag., December, 1887,

p. 479.]

General Nature of the Operators.
1.
IF we regard for a moment Ohm's law merely from a mathematical
point of view, we see that the quantity E, which expresses the resistance, in the equation V=RC, when the current is steady, is the
It seems, thereoperator that turns the current C into the voltage V.
fore, appropriate that the operator which takes the place of R when
To
the current varies should be termed the resistance-operator.

formally define it, let any self-contained electrostatic and magnetic
combination be imagined to be cut anywhere, producing two electrodes
Let the current entering at one and leaving at the other
or terminals.
terminal be C, and let the voltage be P] this being the fall of potential
ZC be
from where the current enters to where it leaves. Then, if
and C, the
the differential equation (ordinary, linear) connecting

V=

V

resistance-operator is Z.
All that is required to constitute a self-contained system is the
absence of impressed force within it, so that no energy can enter or
leave it (except in the latter case by the irreversible dissipation concerned in Joule's law) until we introduce an impressed force; for
instance, one producing the above voltage J^at a certain place, when
the product VQ expresses the energy-current, or flux of energy into the

system per second.

Z

The resistance-operator is a function of the electrical constants of
the combination and of d/dt, the operator of time-differentiation, which
As I have made exwill in the following be denoted by p simply.
tensive use of resistance-operators and connected quantities in previous
papers,* it will be sufficient here, as regards their origin and manipulation, to say that resistance-operators combine in the same way as if
they represented mere resistances. It is this fact that makes them of
so much importance, especially to practical men, by whom they will be
much employed in the future. I do not refer to practical men in the
very limited sense of anti- or extra-theoretical, but to theoretical men
who desire to make theory practically workable by the simplification
and systematisation of methods which the employment of resistanceoperators and their derivatives allows, and the substitution of simple
In this paper I propose to give a connected
for more complex ideas.
account of most of their important properties, including some new ones,
especially in connection with energy, and some illustrations of extreme
"
cases, which are found, on examination, to
prove the rule."
=
2. If we
in the resistance-operator of any system as above
put p
If
defined, we obtain the steady resistance, which we may write
Q
all the operations concerned in
involve only differentiations, it is
'

Z

.

Z

*

Especially Part III. ,
pp. 201 to 361 generally.

and

after,
vol.

Also

"On
I.,

the Self-induction of Wires,"

p. 415].

[vol.

n.,
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V

But if
when C is given completely,
is known completely.
inverse operations (integrations) have to be performed, we cannot find
immediately from C completely ; but this does not interfere with the
use of the resistance-operator for other purposes.
It is sometimes more convenient to make use of the converse method.
be the reciprocal of Z, so that C = YV. If we make p
Thus, let
vanish in Y, the result, say
is the conductance of the combination.
Q)
Therefore
is the conductance -operator.
The fundamental forms of and are
clear that

V

Y

Y

F

Y

Z

................................. (1)

(2)

In the

first case, it is

a coil of resistance

R and

L that is in
2
In the
^LC

inductance

momentum LC and magnetic energy
second case, it is a condenser of conductance
and permittance S, with
the charge iSFand electric energy ^SF2 or its equivalent, a perfectly
nonconducting condenser having a shunt of conductance K.
In a number of magnetic problems (no electric energy) the resistanceoperator of a combination, even a complex one, reduces to the simple
form (1). The system then behaves precisely like a simple coil, so far
question, with the

.

K

;

concerned, and is indistinguishable
from a coil, provided we do not inquire into the internal details. I
have previously given some examples.* Substituting condensers for

as externally impressed force is

coils,

permittances for inductances, we see that corresponding reductions
form (2) occur in electrostatic combinations (no magnetic

to the simple
energy).

But such

cases are exceptional;

and, should a combination store

and magnetic energy, it is not possible to effect the above
There are,
simplifications except in some very extreme circumstances.
however, two classes of problems which are important practically, in
which we can produce simplicity by a certain sacrifice of generality.
In the first class the state of the whole combination is a sinusoidal or

both

electric

In the second class we ignore
simple-harmonic function of the time.
the
manner
of
variation
of
the
current, and consider only
altogether
the integral effects in passing from one steady state to another, which
are due to the storage of electric and magnetic energy.
S.H. Fixations, and
3.

the effective K',

I/,

K', and S'.

If the voltage at the terminals be made sinusoidal, the current
become sinusoidal in every part of the system, unless it

will eventually

be infinitely extended, when consequences of a singular nature result.
At present we are concerned with a finite combination. Then, if nftir
be the periodic frequency, we have the well-known property p 2 = - n 2 ;
which substitution, made in Z and F, reduces them to the forms
................................... (3)

.................................. (4)

*

"On

292.]

the Self-induction of Wires," Parts VI. and VII. [vol. n., pp. 268 and
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where R f Z/, f Sf are functions of the electrical constants and of w2
and are therefore constants at a given frequency.
In the first case we compare the combination to a coil whose resistance is R' and inductance L f so that R f and L' are the effective resistance and inductance of the combination, originally introduced by Lord
,

,

,

,

Rayleigh* for magnetic combinations. In my papers, however, there is
no limitation to cases of magnetic energy only,f and it would be highly
inconvenient to make a distinction.
In a similar way, in the second case we compare the combination to
f
a condenser, and we may then call
the effective conductance and Sf
the effective permittance at the given frequency.
R' reduces to Z^
and f to Q at zero frequency. But it is important to remember that
the two comparisons are of widely different natures
and that the
effective resistance [in the coil-comparison] is not the reciprocal of the
effective conductance [in the condenser-comparison].
Fand Z in (3) and (4) are reciprocal, or YZ= 1, just as the general
and Z of (1) and (2) are reciprocal.
If (V) and (C) denote the amplitudes of Fand (7, we have, by (3)

K

K

Y

:

Y

and

(4),

= I,

say ...................... (6)

,

/ and

/ are

The former,

..................... (5)

say,

being the ratio of the force
It is
to the flux (amplitudes), is the impedance of the combination.
"
"
of the combination.
admittance
naturally suggested to call / the
But it is not to be anticipated that this will meet with so favourable a
also reciprocal.

reception as impedance, which term
the methods of representation (1),
practice than (2), (4),

and

(6)

;

now

considerably used, because
(5) are more useful in
although theoretically the two sets are
is

(3),

of equal importance. }

To

/,

obtain the relations between R' and

and

K

r
,

and

L and
f

/S",

we have

.................... (7)
',

.................... (8)

from which we derive
i

............

R'\K' =
all of
*

which are useful

Phil.

P=

- L'l&,
,

\
}

(9)

relations.

Mag., May, 1886.

" On the Self -Induction of Wires " I have
t In Part V. of
given a few examples
of mixed cases of an elementary nature, in connexion with the problem of finding
the effect of an impressed force in a telegraph circuit.
% The necessity of the term impedance (or some equivalent) to take the place of
the various utterly misleading expressions that have been used, has come about
through the wonderful popularisation of electromagnetic knowledge due to the

dynamo, and
other terms.

its

adoption to Sir

W.

Thomson's approval of

it

and

of

one or two
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4.

By

(3)

and

(4)

we have

the equations of activity
(10)
....................... (11)

in general.
Now,
out, leaving

if

we

take the

mean

values, the differentiated terms

go

VC = R'~& = K'V\

............................ (12)

the bars denoting mean values.
The three expressions in (12) each
E' and K' are
represent the mean dissipativity, or heat per second.
f
C* or K'V^
therefore necessarily positive.
It should be noted that
do not represent the dissipativity at any moment. The dissipativity
fluctuates, of course, because the square of the current fluctuates ; but
besides that, there is usually a fluctuation in the resistance, because the
distribution of current varies, and it is only by taking mean values that
we can have a definite resistance at a given frequency.
If the combination be
magnetic, and T denote the magnetic energy,
its mean value is
given by

R

T=$I/C*

L

............................... (13)

t

f
But ^I/C Z is not
necessarily positive and S negative.
usually the magnetic energy at any moment.
If the combination be electrostatic, and U denote the electric energy,

so that

its

f

is

mean value

is

Z7=i'F2
so that S'

moment

is

positive

and

U

negative.

,

............................. (14)

The

electric

not usually S'V**.
But, in the general case of both energies being stored,

T- U=$UC*=-\S'V*.
If

the

energy at any

is

mean magnetic energy

we have

....................... (15)

preponderates, the effective inductance

and the permittance negative ; and conversely if the electric
energy preponderates. If there be no condensers, the comparison
with a coil is obviously most suitable, and if there be no magnetic

is

positive,

energy we should naturally use the comparison with a condenser but
when both energies coexist, which method of representation to adopt is
;

purely a matter of convenience in the special application concerned.
If the mean energies, electric and magnetic, be equal, then
I/ =

That

= 8',

J = K' ............ (16)
R'K'=\,
I=R',
the mean energies we bring the current and

is, by equalising
voltage into the same phase, annihilate the effective inductance (and
also permittance), and make the effective conductance the reciprocal of
the effective resistance, which now equals the impedance itself.
It
should be noted that the vanishing of the energy-difference only refers
to the mean value.
The two energies are not equal and do not vanish
Sometimes, however, their sum is constant at every
simultaneously.
moment, but this is exceptional. (Example, a coil and a condenser in

sequence.)
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relating to the

5.
Passing now to the second class referred to in 2, imagine, first,
the combination to be magnetic, and that
is steady, producing a
steady (7, dividing in the system in a manner solely settled by the distribution of conductivity.
Although we cannot treat the combination
as a coil as regards the way the current varies when the impressed force
is put on, we
may do so as regards the integral effect at the terminals
The last is the well-known
produced by the magnetic energy.
quadratic function of the currents in different parts of the system,

V

T=\Ll + MC& + \L\ +

(17)

Now

put every one of these C"s in terms of the C, the total current at
the terminals, which may be done by Ohm's law.
This reduces T to

T=$L
where

LQ

(18)

C*,

a function of the real inductances, self and mutual, of the
This L may be called the
parts of the system, and of their resistances.
For although it is, in a sense, the
impulsive inductance of the system.
effective steady inductance, taking the current C at the terminals as a
r
basis, being, in fact, the value of the sinusoidal inductance L at zero
that
the
combination
as
it
is
true
for
frequency; yet,
impulses
only
behaves as a coil of inductance Z it is better to signify this fact in the
name, to avoid confusion. This will be specially useful in the more
general case in which both energies are concerned.
Secondly, let the system be electrostatic. Then, in a similar way, we
may write the electric energy in the form
is

,

U=iS^,

(19)

terms of the T^at the terminals, where S is a function of the real
permittances and of the resistances. $ is the impulsive permittance of
the combination.
It is also the sinusoidal Sr at zero frequency.
In (18) LQ is positive, arid in (19) $ is positive. The momentum or
in

electromotive impulse [or the voltaic impulse, if we use the modern
"voltage" to signify the old "electromotive force"] at the terminals in
the former case is L C, and in the latter case is - S^RV, where R is the
The true analogue of momentum, however, is charge,
steady resistance.
or
of
and
at the terminals, is - $ V, corretime-integral

current,

this,

sponding to LQ C.
6.
Passing to the general case, and connecting with the resistanceoperator, let F be the current at the terminals at time t when varying,
so that

F-&m(fi+'pBi+&*F+..;.W
where the accents denote

differentiations to p,

(20)

and the zero suffixes
The coefficients of the

indicate that the values when p =
are taken.
powers of p are therefore constants. Integrating to the time,

+ $zi'[t] +

(21)
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If

the current be steady at beginning and at end,
Q

^(F-z
and

if

r)dt=z>[ri

..........................

(22)

the initial current be zero, and the final value be C,

^C;
so that ZQ

and the

is

........................... (23)

the voltaic impulse employed in setting up the magnetic
at the
energy of the steady state due to steady

V

electric

Thus

terminals.

L = Z'
finds the impulsive inductance

................................. (24)

from the resistance-operator. Or,
i
with p = Q .................... (25)

LQ = (Z-ZQ )p~'
In a similar manner,

finds the impulsive

we may show

that

S = F{= -Z?Z[ ............................ (26)
permittance from the conductance-operator. LQ C

^ Fare equivalent expressions for the voltaic impulse.
should be infinite, then use Y. For instance, the insertion of a
nonconducting condenser of permittance Sl in the main circuit of the
current makes Z infinite, since the resistance-operator of the condenser

and -iS
If

ZQ

There is no final steady current, and L Q is infinite. We
(Stf)'
should then use (26) instead of (24), especially as the energy is wholly
electric in the steady state.
7. To connect with the energy, multiply (23) by (7, the final current,
be steady ; giving
and, for simplicity, let
1

is

.

V

((7-RT}Cdt=Z^=(F(C-T)dt................ (27)
may be anticipated from the preceding that these equated quantities
express twice the excess of the magnetic over the electric energy.
In connexion with this I may quote from Maxwell, vol. ii., art. 580.
"If the currents are
purely electromagnetic system is in question.
maintained constant by a battery during a displacement in which a
quantity of work, W, is done by electromotive force, the electrokinetic
energy of the system will be at the same time increased by W. Hence
the battery will be drawn upon for a double quantity of energy, or 2/F,
in addition to that which is spent in generating neat in the circuit.
This was first pointed out by Sir W. Thomson. Compare this result
with the electrostatic property in art. 93." The electrostatic property
If " their potenreferred to relates to conductors charged by batteries.
tials are maintained constant, they tend to move so that the energy of
the system is increased, and the work done by the electrical forces
during the displacement is equal to the increment of the energy of the
The energy spent by the batteries is equal to double of either
system.
of these quantities, and is spent half in mechanical, half in electrical

It

A

work."

Although

of a

somewhat

similar nature, these properties

are

not
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what is at present required, which is contained in the following general
theorem given by me*
Let any steady impressed electric forces be
in a medium permitting linear relations
started
and
continued
suddenly
between the two forces, electric and magnetic, and the three fluxes
conduction current, electric displacement, and magnetic induction (but
with no rotational property allowed, even for conduction current) ; the
whole work done by the impressed forces during the establishment of
the steady state exceeds what would have been done had this state been
:

instantly established (but then without any electric or magnetic energy)
by twice the excess of the electric over the magnetic energy. That is,

(28)

an element of impressed force, F the current-density
the final value, and 2 the space-integration to include all
the impressed forces.
(Black letters for vectors.) The theorem (28)
seems the most explicit and general representation of what has been
long recognised in a general way, that permitting electric displacement
increases the activity of a battery, whilst permitting magnetisation
decreases it.
The one process is equivalent to allowing elastic yielding,
and the other to putting on a load (not to increasing the resistance, as
is sometimes supposed).
Applying (28) to our present case of one impressed voltage V, producing the final current C, we obtain

where

e stands for

at time

t,

F

T),

comparing which with

T-

(27),

we

,...(29)

see that

U-WP-tLjP-

-

JS F*

(30)

confirming the generality of our results.
General Theorem of Dependence of Disturbances solely on the Curl of the
Impressed Forcive.

Z

Z

remark that the properties of
and f
do
not
discussed
to
combinations
apply
merely
previously
consisting of
coils of fine wire and condensers ; the currents may be free to flow in
conducting masses or dielectric masses. Solid cores, for example, may
be inserted in coils within the combination. The only effect is to make
the resultant resistance-operator at a given place more complex.
But a further very remarkable property we do not recognise by
regarding only common combinations of coils and condensers. If we,
in the complex medium above defined, select any unclosed surface, or
surface bounded by a closed line, and make it a shell of impressed
voltage (analogous to a simple magnetic shell), thereby producing a
between its two faces, and C be the current
potential-difference
through the shell in the direction of the impressed voltage, there must
be a definite resistance-operator
connecting them, depending upon
8.

It is scarcely necessary to

V

Z

*

Electrician, April 25, 1885, p. 490, [vol.

i.,

p. 464.]
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the distribution of conductivity, permittivity, and inductivity through
all space, and determinable by a sufficiently exhaustive analysis.
The
remarkable property is that the resistance-operator is the same for any
For a closed shell of imsurfaces having the same bounding-edge.
pressed voltage of uniform strength can produce no flux whatever.
This is instructively shown by the equation of activity,
...........................

(31)

indicating that the sum of the activities of the impressed forces, or the
energy added to the system per second, equals the total dissipativity Q,
plus the rate of increase of the stored energies, electric and magnetic,
throughout the system. Now here F is circuital; if, therefore, the
distribution of e be polar, or e be the vector space-variation of a singlevalued scalar potential, of which a simple closed shell of impressed
force is an example, the left member of (31) vanishes, so that the disStart,
sipation, if any, is derived entirely from the stored energy.
then, with no electric or magnetic energy in the system ; then the
positivity of Q, U, and T ensures that there never can be any, under
Hence two shells of impressed
the influence of polar impressed force.
force of equal uniform strength produce the same fluxes if their edges
be the same ; not merely the steady fluxes possible, but the variable

anywhere at corresponding moments after commencing action.
The only difference made when one shell is substituted for the other is
in the manner of the transfer of energy at the places of impressed force;
for we have to remember that the effective force producing a flux, or
the "force of the flux," equals the sum of the impressed force and the
" force of the field " whereas the transfer of
energy is determined by
fluxes

;

the vector product of the two forces of the field, electric and magnetic
In (31) no count is taken of energy transferred from one
respectively.
seat of impressed force to another, reversibly, all such actions being
eliminated by the summation.
It is well to bear in mind, when considering the consequences of this
transferability of impressed force, especially in cases of electrolysis or
the Volta-force, not only that the three physical properties of conductivity, permittivity, and inductivity, though sufficient for the statement of the main facts of electromagnetism, are yet not comprehensive,
but also that they have no reference to molecules and molecular actions;
for the equations of the electromagnetic field are constructed on the
hypothesis of the ultimate homogeneity of matter, or, in another form,
only relate to elements of volume large enough to allow us to get rid of
the heterogeneity.
As the three fluxes are determined solely by the vorticity (to borrow
from liquid motion) of the vector impressed force, we cannot know the
distribution of the latter from that of the former, but have to find
where energy transformations are going on ; for the denial of the law
that eF not only measures the activity of an impressed electric force e
on the current F, but represents energy received by the electromagnetic
system at the very same place, lands us in great difficulties.
"
cannot find
electric force of induction."
Again, as regards the

We
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the distribution through space of this vector from the Faraday-law
that its line-integral in a closed circuit equals the rate of decrease of
induction through the circuit.
may add to any distribution

We

satisfying this law any polar distribution without altering matters,
except that a different potential function arises. In this case we do

not even alter the transfer of energy.

The

electric force of the field is

always definite but when we divide it into two distinct distributions,
and call one of them the electric force of induction, and the other the
force derived from electric potential, it is then quite an indeterminate

problem how to effect the division, unless we choose to make the quite
arbitrary assumption that the electric force of induction has nothing of
the polar character about it (or has no divergence anywhere), when of
course it is the other part that possesses the whole of the divergence.
This fact renders a large part of some mathematical work on the
electromagnetic field that I have seen redundant, as we may write

down

the final results at the beginning.
In the course of some investigations concerning normal electromagnetic distributions in space
I have been forcibly struck with the utter inutility of
dividing the
electric field into two fields, and by the simplicity that arises
by not

doing so, but confining oneself to the actual forces and fluxes, which
describe the real state of the medium and have the least amount of
Similar remarks apply to Maxwell's vectorartificiality about them.
Has it divergence or not ? It does not matter in the
potential A.
When the electric force
least, on account of the auxiliary polar force.
itself is made the subject of investigation, the question of
divergence of
the vector-potential does not present itself at all.
The lines of vorticity, or vortex-lines of the vector impressed force,
are of the utmost importance, because they are the originating places
This is totally at variance with preconceived
of all disturbances.
notions founded upon the fluid analogy, which is, though so useful in
the investigation of steady states, utterly misleading when variable
states are in question, owing to the momentum and energy belonging
to the magnetic field, not to the electric current.
Every solution
involving impressed forces consists of waves emanating from the vortexlines of impressed force (electric or magnetic as the case may be, but
only the electric are here considered), together with the various
reflected waves produced by change of media and other causes.
At
the first moment of starting an impressed force the only disturbance
is at the vortex-lines, which are the first lines of
magnetic induction.

Examples of

the Forced

Vibrations of Electromagnetic Systems.

Thus a uniform field of impressed force suddenly started over all
(a).
For, either there are no vortex-lines at
space can produce no effect.
all, or they are at an infinite distance, so that an infinite time must
elapse to produce any effect at a finite distance from the origin.
and zinc put in contact. Whether the Volta-lbrce be at
(b). Copper
the contact or over the air-surfaces away from and terminating at the
contact (if perfectly metallic), the vortex-line is the common meeting-
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place of air, zinc, and copper the first line of magnetic force is there,
and from it the disturbance proceeds into the metals and out into the
air, which ends in the steady electric field.*
;

Since the vortex-lines or tubes are closed, we need only consider one
If it be
say, that due to a simple shell of impressed force.
wholly within a conductor, the initial wave emanating from it is so
rapidly attenuated by the conductivity (the process being akin to
repeated internal reflexions, say reflexion of 9 parts and transmission
of 1 part, repeated at short intervals) that the transmission to a distance
through the conductor (if good) becomes a very slow process, that of
diffusion.
Consequently, when the impressed force is rapidly alternated,
there is no sensible disturbance except at and near the vortex-line.
But if there be a dielectric outside the conductor, the moment disturbances reach it, and therefore instantly if the vortex-line be on the
boundary, waves travel through the dielectric at the speed of light
unimpeded, and without the attenuating process within the conductor,
which therefore becomes exposed to electric force all over its boundary
The
in a very short time ; hence diffusion inward from the boundary.
It would
electric telegraph would be impossible without the dielectric.
take ages if the wire itself had to be the seat of transfer of energy.
In the magnetic theory of the rise of current in a wire we have,
(c).
at first sight, an exception to the law that at the first moment there
But it
is no disturbance except at the vortex-lines of impressed force.
is that theory which is incorrect, in assuming that there is no displacement. This is equivalent to making the speed of propagation through
the dielectric infinitely great ; so that we have results mathematically
equivalent to distributing the impressed force throughout the whole
In
circuit, and therefore its vortex-lines over the whole boundary.!
reality, with finite speed, the disturbances come from the real vortexat present

lines in time.

a limitation of the disturbances to the neighbourhood
when they are on the boundary of the conductor,
and the periodic frequency is sufficiently great, the impressed force being
within the conductor.
[The attenuation by resistance is referred to.]
But in a nonconducting dielectric this effect does not occur, at least
On the contrary, as the frequency is
in any case I have examined.
raised, there is a tendency to constancy of amplitude of the waves sent
out from the edge of a simple sheet of impressed force, or from a shell
of vortex-lines of the same, in a dielectric.
Very remarkable results
Thus
follow from the coexistence of the primary and reflected waves.
an infinitely extended dielectric have a
(d). If a spherical portion of
uniform field of alternating impressed force within it, and the radius a,
the wave-frequency n/2ir, and the speed v be so related that

There

is still

of the vortex-lines

:

tan

na

*"Some Remarks

na
s=

v

.

v

on the Volta Force," Journal

8. T.

p. 425].

t The Electrician, June 25, 1886,

p.

129 [vol. n., p. 60],

E.

d;

E., 1885 [vol.

I.,
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There are numerous
there is no disturbance outside the sphere.
similar cases ; but this is a striking one, because, from the distribution
of the impressed force, it looks as if there must be external displacement
produced by it. There is not, because the above relation makes the
primary wave outward from the surface of the sphere, which is a shell
of vorticity, be exactly neutralised by the reflexion, from the centre,
of the primary wave inward from the surface.
of alternating, the uniform field of impressed force in
(e). If, instead
(d) be steady, the final steady electric field due to it takes the time
at distance r from the centre.
The moment
(/ + a)/v to be established
the primary wave inward reaches the centre, the steady state is set up
there; and as the reflected wave travels out, its front marks the
boundary between the steady field (final) and a spherical shell of
depth 2a, within which is the uncancelled first portion of the primary
wave outward from the surface; which carries out to an infinite
distance an amount of energy equal to that of the final steady electric
field.
This is the loss by radiation.
(The magnetic energy in this
shell equals half the final electric energy on the whole journey ; the
electric energy in the shell is greater, but ultimately becomes the
In practical cases this energy would be mostly, perhaps wholly
same.)
dissipated in conductors.
(/). If a uniformly distributed impressed force act alternatingly
longitudinally within an infinitely long circular cylindrical portion of a
dielectric, the axis is the place of reflexion of the primary wave inward,

and the

reflected

so that there

is

wave

cancels the

outward primary wave when

no external disturbance, except at

first.

Here a = radius

of cylinder.
is a similar result when the vorticity of impressed force
(g). There
takes the place of impressed force in (/).
force act uniformly and longi(h). If the alternating impressed
tudinally in a thin conducting-tube of radius a, with air within and
without, then

destroys the external field and makes the conduction-current depend
upon the impressed force only. And if we put a barrier at distance x
to serve as a perfect reflector, that is, a tube of infinite conductivity,

JQ (nx/v) = Q
tube be the exact
negative of the impressed force ; so that there is no conduction-current.
The electromagnetic field is in stationary vibration. If the inner tube
be situated at one of the nodal surfaces of electric force, the vibrations

makes the

mount up

electric force of the field in the inner

infinitely.

in case (h), the impressed force act circularly about the axis
of the inner tube (which may be replaced by a solenoid of small depth),
(i).

If,

/1 (wa/v) =

destroys the external

field,

and
J^nx/v)

=
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makes the electric force of the field the negative of the impressed
and so destroys the conduction -current.

force,

(j). We can also destroy the longitudinal force of the field in a conductor without destroying the external field. Let it be a wire of
steady resistance in a dielectric, and the impressed force in it be
e =: e

Q

cos nix cos nt

Then m = n/v makes

e be the force of the flux, in the
be the conductance of unit length.
Ke, if
These examples are mostly selected from a paper I am now writing
on the subject of electromagnetic waves, which I hope to be permitted
to publish in this Journal.
If the electric and magnetic energies, and the dissipation of energy,
in a given system be bounded in their distribution, it is clear that the
But should the field be
resistance operator is a rational function of p.
boundless, as when conductors are contained in an infinitely extended
dielectric, then just as complete solutions in infinite series of normal
solutions may become definite integrals by the infinite extension, so
may the resistance-operator become irrational.
may also have to
modify the meaning of the sinusoidal R' from representing mean
resistance only, on account of the never-ceasing outward transfer of
energy so long as the impressed force continues.

per unit length.
wire so that the current
;

K

is

We

Induction-Balances

General, Sinusoidal,

and Impulsive.

Returning to a finite combination represented by V=ZG, there
are at least three kinds of induction-balances possible.
First, true
balances of similar systems, where we balance one combination against
another which either copies it identically or upon a reduced scale,
without any reference to the manner of variation of the impressed
9.

force.

Along with these we may naturally include

all

cases in

which

Z of

a combination, in virtue of peculiar internal relations, reduces
to a simpler form representing another combination, equivalent so far
The telephone may be employed with
are concerned.
and
as
the only proper thing to use, especially
in
and
fact,
is,
advantage,
great
for the observation of phenomena.
These are also
There are, next, the sinusoidal-current balances.
true, in being independent of the time, so that the telephone may be
Here
used; but are of course of a very special character otherwise.
any combination is made equivalent to a mere coil if L' be positive, or
3 and 4), and so may be balanced by
to a condenser if S' be positive (
one or the other. But intermittences of current cannot be safely taken
the

V

to represent sinusoidality,

and large errors may

equivalence.
In the third kind of balances

result

from an assumed

it is the impulsive inductance that is
balanced against some other impulsive inductance, positive or negative
as the case may be; or perhaps the impulsive inductance of a combination is made to vanish, by equating the electric and magnetic
The rule that the impulsive
energies in it when its state is steady.
balance in a Christie arrangement without mutual induction between
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the four sides is given by equating to zero the coefficient of p in
the expansion of Z-^Z^ - Z^Z.^ in powers of p, where Zv etc. are the
resistance operators of the four sides,* is in agreement with the rule
derived from (24) or (25) above, to make the impulsive inductance of
one combination vanish.
Impulsive, or "kick" balances, naturally
Even then, however, the method is sometimes
require a galvanometer.
unsatisfactory, when the opposing influences which make up the
impulse are not sufficiently simultaneous, as has been pointed out by

Lord Rayleigh.f
There is also the striking method of cumulation of impulses employed
by Ayrton and Perry, J employing false resistance-balances. It seems
but, just as a watch is a
complex, and of rather difficult theory
complex piece of mechanism, and is yet thoroughly practical, so
perhaps the secohmmeter may have a brilliant career before it.
;

Several interesting papers relating to the comparison of inductances
It is usually impulsive balances
lately.
that are in question, probably because it is not the observation of
phenomena that is required, but a direct, even if rough, measurement
of the inductance or permittance concerned, often under circumstances
that do not well admit of the use of the telephone.
Only one of these
papers, however, contains anything really novel, scientifically, viz., that
of Mr. W. H. Preece, F.R.S., who concludes, from his latest researches,
that the "coefficient of self-induction" of copper telegraph-circuits is
nearly zero, the results he gives being several hundred times smaller
than the formula derived from electromagnetic principles asserts it to
Here is work for the physicist.
be.
10. To equate the expressions for the electric and magnetic energies
of a combination is, I find, in simple cases, the easiest and most direct
way of furnishing the condition that the impulsive inductance shall
2
2
vanish.
Thus, if there be but one condenser and one coil, SF' = LC is
the condition, S and L being the permittance and the inductance
the voltage of the condenser, and C the current in the
respectively,
and C will be, of course, dependent upon
coil.
The relation between
But in complex cases, and to obtain the
the resistances concerned.
value of the impulsive inductance when it is not zero, equation (24) is

and permittances have appeared

F

V

||

most

useful.

The Resistance Operator of a Telegraph

The

Circuit.

Z

and Z$ is a complex
following illustration of the properties of
one, but I choose it because of its comprehensive character, and because
it leads to some singular extreme cases, interesting both
mathematically
*

"On

the Self-induction of Wires," Part VI., Phil. Mag., Feb. 1887

[vol. n.,

263].

p.

t Electrical Measurements, p. 65.
Journ. Soc. Tel. Engineers and Electricians, 1887.
B.A. Meeting, 1887: "On the Coefficient of Self-induction of Iron and
Copper Wires."
If the condenser shunts the coil, making V=RC, we get the case brought
before the S.T.E. & E. by Mr. Sumpner, with developments.
||
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and

in the physical interpretation of the apparent anomalies.
Let the
combination be a telegraph-circuit, say a pair of parallel copper wires,
resistance /, permittance S, inductance L, and leakageof length /
conductance K, all per unit length, and here to be considered strictly
Let the two wires be joined through
constants, or independent of p.
an arrangement whose resistance-operator is Z at the distant end B
then the resistance-operator at the beginning A of the circuit is given
;

;

by*
1

if

Take

Z =Q
1

+ Zl
/o.
2
+ K+ fi/tan mlml
-m? = (R + Lp)(K+Sp) ....................... (33)
(R + Lp)l{(ta,n ml) /ml]

z_

\

for the present, or short-circuit at B.

Z=(E + Lp)l(tenml)lml,
and the steady resistance

at

A is

if

we

.......................... (35)

Also, differentiating (34) to p,

and then making p = 0,

find

Z{ = L
,

T

(34)

therefore
,

= RK.
77^

This makes
.....................

_

17 tanmJ/
r - RS\
Q
= $1
+ 17 sec% ,/,- + RS\
ml (L -g) |l
^Z
j

/QA x

....... (36)

represents the impulsive inductance.
in (36) we make the arrangement magnetic, and then
If we put $ =
L is positive. If we put L = 0, we make it electrostatic, and LQ is negaIt is to be noticed that
tive, or S the impulsive permittance, is positive.
there is no confusion when both energies are present; that is, there
are no terms in Z'Q containing products of real permittances and inductances, which is clearly a general property of resistance-operators,
otherwise the two energies would not be independent.
may make L Q vanish by special relations. Thus, if there be no
leakage, or JT=0, (36) is
,

We

L = U-kffl.RSP;

..... ....................

(37)

so that the magnetic must be one third of the electrostatic timeconstant to make the "extra-current" and the static charge balance.
(The length of the circuit required for this result may be roughly stated
as about 60 kilometres if it be a single copper wire of 6 ohms per
kilometre, 4 metres high, with return through the ground; but it
varies considerably, of course.)
But if leakage be now added, it will increase the relative importance
of the magnetic energy, so that the length of the circuit requires to be
This goes on until
reaches the
increased to produce a balance.
value JKS/L, when, as an examination of (36) will show, the length of
The same formula also shows
the circuit needs to be infinitely great.
be still greater, L cannot be made to vanish at all, being then
that if

K

K

always positive.

*"On

the Self-induction of Wires,"
232 ; also p. 247 and p. 105.]

[vol. TI., p.

Part IV., Phil.

Mag., Nov., 1886
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Equation (35) reduces to
.....................

(38)

with ambiguity of sign. Of course the positive sign must be taken.
The negative appears to refer to disturbances coming from an infinite
distance, which are out of the question in our problem, as there can be
no reflexion from an infinite distance. But equation (38) may be
obtained directly in a way which is very instructive as regards the
structure of resistance-operators.
Since the circuit is infinitely long, Z
cannot be altered by cutting-off from the beginning, or joining on, any
Now first add a coil of resistance 7^ and inductance L^ in
length.
and permittance S19 in
sequence, and a condenser of conductance
l
The effect is to increase Z
bridge, at A, the beginning of the circuit.

K

to

Z2

,

where

Z^{K

l

+ SlP + (R + L p + Z)-^
l

l

]

.............. (39)

or the new conductance-operator,
i.e., the reciprocal of the new Z2
equals the sum of the conductance-operators of the two branches in
parallel, one the conducting condenser, the other the coil and circuit in
sequence.
(39) gives the quadratic
,

S1 p)^ ............ (40)

Now choose RV L V KV S
make

the former

in exact proportion to fi,L,K, and S, and then
lt
The result is that we have added
set infinitely small.

Z and Z
^ in (40)

to the original circuit a small piece of the same type, so that
are identical, and that the coefficient of the first power of

vanishes.

2

2

Therefore (40) becomes

This fully serves to find the sinusoidal solution.

Differentiating

it,

we

find

corroborating the previous result as to the vanishing of L Q when the
by equality of RS and KL, and the positivity

circuit is infinitely long
of
when

L

KL>RS.

The
1 2.

Now,

Distortionless Telegraph Circuit.

in the singular case of

R/L = K/S, we

Z = 0,

Z=Lv,

= (LS)-*,

have,

by

(41)

and

(42),

...........................

(43)

the speed of transmission of disturbances along the circuit.
The resistance-operator has reduced to an absolute constant, and the
current and transverse voltage are in the same phase, altogether
independent of the frequency of wave-period, or indeed of the manner
of variation.
The quantity Lv, or L x 30 ohms, approximately, if the
dielectric be air, is strictly, and without any reservation, the impedance
of the circuit at A, but it is only exceptionally the resistance,
if v

IJ.E.P.

VOL.

ii.

2

A
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Make Vf(t)

t

at A, an arbitrary function of the time ; then, if
at distance x from

and Cx are the transverse voltage and the current
at time t, we shall have

Fx =f(t-xlv)e-w,
A

Cx -=Fx/Lv,

V
A

x

(44)

are transmitted undistorted along
or all disturbances originating at
the circuit at the speed v, attenuating at a rate indicated by the
exponential function. (I have elsewhere* full} developed the properties
of this distortionless circuit, and only mention such as are necessary to
understand the peculiarities connected with the present subject-matter.)
The electric and magnetic energies are always equal, not only on the
whole, but in any part of the circuit ; this accounts for the disappearance of LQ and the bringing of
x and Cx to the same phase, as we
But in the present case Z^ or Lv, or E', for
should expect from 4.
they are all equal, is only the resistance when the steady state due to
is arrived at
at
the steady
(asymptotically), or the effective
resistance at a given frequency when Fis sinusoidal, and sufficient time
has elapsed to have allowed
x and Cx to become sinusoidal to such a
that we can neglect the remainder of the circuit into
distance from
which greatly attenuated disturbances are still being transmitted.
13. Now, since the impedance is unaltered by joining on at
any
length of circuit of the same type, and is a constant, it follows that the
of a distortionless circuit as above described, but of
impedance at
= l, with a resistance of amount Lv
finite length, stopping at B, where x
inserted at B, is also a constant, viz. the same Lv. To corroborate, take
and Z^ = Lv in the full formula (32). The result is Z = Lv.
RS =
are
The interpretation in this case is that all disturbances sent from
absorbed completely by the resistance at B immediately on arrival,
The
so that the finite circuit behaves as if it were infinitely long.
at
is arrived at in the time l/v.
permanent state due to a steady
The impedance and the resistance then become identical.
= Q,
14. If, in the case of
12, we further specialize by taking
K=Q, producing a perfectly insulated circuit of no resistance, the
impedance is, as before, Lv but no part of it is resistance, or ever can
and C. However long we
be, in spite of the identity of phase of
may keep on a steady Fat A, we keep the impressed force working at
the same rate, the energy being entirely employed in increasing the
electric and magnetic energies at the front of the wave, which is
unattenuated, and cannot return.
But if we cut the circuit at B, at a finite distance /, and there insert
a resistance Lv, the effect is that, as soon as the front of the wave
reaches B, the inserted resistance immediately becomes the resistance
of the whole combination ; or the impedance instantly becomes the
resistance, without change of value.
15. As a last example of singularity, substitute a short-circuit for the
Since there is now no resistance
terminal resistance Lv just mentioned.
in any part of the system, if we make the state sinusoidal everywhere,

V

,

V

A

V

A

A

A

KL

A

V

A

R

V

*

"Electromagnetic Induction and

cian, 1887 [vol.

ii.,

pp. 119 to 155].

its

Propagation," Sections XL. to

L., Electri-
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V

R

f
sinusoidal at A,
musfc vanish, or
and C be in perpendicular
by
now
phases, due to the infinite series of to-and-fro reflexions.
have, by (32),

We

Z' =

L^^
ph/v

if

= frequency, and R
n/2ir

f

= Dp^*M,

(45)

nl/v

has disappeared.

on the other hand, V be steady at A, the current increases without
limit, every reflexion increasing it by the amount VjLv at A or at B
(according to which end the reflexion takes place at), which increase
then extends itself to B or A at speed v. The magnetic energy mounts
up infinitely. On the other hand, the electric energy does not, fluctuwhen the circuit is uncharged, and %SIF2
ating perpetually between
If,

when fully charged. The impedance of the circuit to the impressed
force at
is Lv for the time 2l/v after
starting it; then \Lo for a
second period 21/v ; then \Lv for a third period, and so on.
It will have been observed that I have, in the last four

A

paragraphs,
used the term impedance in a wider sense than in 3, where it is the
ratio of the amplitude of the impressed force to the amplitude of the flux
produced at the place of impressed force when sufficient time has elapsed
to allow the sinusoidal state to be reached, when that is possible.
The
justification for the extension of meaning is that, since in the distortionless circuit of infinite length, or of finite length with a terminal resistance
to take the place of the infinite extension, we have nothing to do with
the periodic frequency, or with waiting to allow a special state to be
established, it is quite superfluous to adhere to the definition of the
last sentence ; and we may enlarge it by saying that the
impedance of
a combination is simply the ratio of the force to the flux, when it
happens to be a constant, which is very exceptional indeed. I may
add that R, L, K, and S need not be constants, as in the above, to produce the propagation of waves without tailing. All that is required is
R/L = K/S, and Li) = constant ; so that R and L may be functions of x.
The speed of the current, and the rate of attenuation, now vary from
one part of the circuit to another.

The Use of

the Resistance-Operator in

Normal

Solutions.

In conclusion, consider the application of the resistance-operator
If we leave a combination to itself without
to normal solutions.
16.

impressed force, it will subside to equilibrium (when there is resistance)
in a manner determined by the normal distributions of electric and
magnetic force, or of charges of condensers and currents in coils ; a
normal system being, in the most extended sense, a system that, in
subsiding, remains similar to itself, the subsidence being represented
x
by the time-factor e where p is a root of the equation Z=0. It is
true that each part of the combination will usually have a distinct
but the resistance-operators of all parts involve,
resistance-operator
and are contained in, the same characteristic function, which is merely
the Z of any part cleared of fractions.
It is sometimes useful to
remember that we should clear of fractions, for the omission to do so
,

;
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lead to the neglect of a whole series of roots ; but such cases
are exceptional and may be foreseen; whilst the employment of a
resistance-operator rather than the characteristic function is of far
greater general utility, both for ease of manipulation and for physical

may

interpretation.

Given a combination containing energy and left to itself, it is upon the
distribution of the energy that the manner of subsidence depends, or
upon the distribution of the electric and magnetic forces in those parts
of the system where the permittivity and the inductivity are finite, or
Thus conductors,
are reckoned finite for the purpose of calculation.
they be not also dielectrics, have only to be considered as regards the
magnetic force, whilst in a dielectric we must consider both the electric
and the magnetic force. (The failure of Maxwell's general equations of
of expressing the electric
propagation arises from the impossibility
"
energy in terms of his potential function. The variables should always
be capable of expressing the energy.) Now the internal connexions of
a system determine what ratios the variables chosen should bear to one
another in passing from place to place in order that the resultant system
should be normal; and a constant multiplier will fix the size of the
normal system. Thus, supposing u and w are the normal functions of

if

voltage and current, which are in most problems the most practical
whole system at time t will be represented by

variables, the state of the

..................

(46)

V

being the real voltage at a place where the corresponding normal
voltage is u, and C the real current where the normal current is w, the
summation extending over all the ^>-roots of the characteristic equation.
The size of the systems, settled by the A's (one for each p) are to be
found by the conjugate property of the vanishing of the mutual energydifference of any pair of ^-systems, applied to the initial distributions
of

Fand

17.

To

C.

find the effect of impressed force

is

a frequently recurring

problem in practical applications; and here the resistance-operator

is

Thus,
specially useful, giving a general solution of great simplicity.
suppose we insert a steady impressed force e at a place where the
= ZC thereafter. Find C in terms
resistance-operator is Z, producing e
of e and Z.
The following demonstration appears quite comprehensive.

Convert the problem into a case of subsidence
condenser of permittance S, and initial charge
force.

By making S

infinite later

we

first,

by substituting a

Se, for the impressed
arrive at the effect of the steady e.

In getting the subsidence solution we have only to deal with the energy
of the condenser, so that a knowledge of the internal connexions of the
is quite
superfluous.
l
that of the
resistance-operator of the condenser being (Sp)~
when
where
we
is
use
the
combination,
condenser,
lt

system

The

,

Z

Z = (Sp)-^ + Z.
1

Let

V and C be

........................... (47)

the voltage and the current respectively, at time t after
insertion of the condenser, and due entirely to its initial charge.

RESISTANCE AND CONDUCTANCE OPERATORS.
Equations (46) above express them,
proper at the condenser, given by

w=

if

-Spu,

u and

w

have the special ratio

................................. (48)

because the current equals the rate of decrease of

we have

e

property,*

= 2Au and 2,Aw = Q.

So,
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its

charge.

Initially,

making use of the conjugate

we have

Seu=2(Up -Tp )A,

.......................... (49)

Up be the electric and Tp the magnetic energy in the normal system.
But the following property of the resistance-operator is also true,*

if

2(r,-0,) =
that

is,

........................... (50)

;

the impulsive inductance in the p system at a place
is Zlt p being a root of Z = Q; just as
l
with p =
is the impulsive inductance (complete) at the same
Using (50) in (49) gives

dZJdp

is

where the resistance-operator

dZJdp
place.

(5!)

Now

A

use (48) in (51) and insert the resulting

and there

in the second of (46),

results

owhere the accent means

.......................... ...... < 52 >

This

differentiation to p.

is

the complete
constant

Now increase S infinitely, keeping e
Z ultimately becomes Z but, in doing so, one root of Z =
zero.
We have, by (47), and remembering that Z = 0,

subsidence solution.

;

l

becomes

l

l

pZ{= -(Sp)-i+pZ' = Z+pZ ..................... (53)
= Q, we have pZ{=pZ for all roots except the
so, when $=oo and Z
one just mentioned, in which case p tends to zero and Z is finite,
making in the limit pZ{ = Z^ by (53), where ZQ is the^? = value of Z,
f

'

)

r

f

or the steady resistance.

Therefore, finally,

where the summation extends over the roots of Z--=0, shows the
manner of establishment of the current by the impressed force e. The
use of this equation (54), even in comparatively elementary problems,
leads to a considerable saving of labour, whilst in cases involving partial
To extend it to show the rise
differential equations it is invaluable.!
of the current at any other part of the system than where the impressed
*

"On

the Self-induction of Wires," Phil. Mag., Oct. 1886 [vol. n., pp. 202

to 206].

" On the Self -Induction of
t In Part III. of
Wires," I employed the Condenser
Method, with application to a special kind of combination but, as we have seen
from the above proof, (54) is true for any electrostatic and electromagnetic com;

bination provided

it

be

finite.
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is, it is necessary to know the connections, so that we may know
the ratio of the current in a normal system at the new place to that at
the old; inserting this ratio in the summation, and
modifying the
external Q to suit the new place, furnishes the complete solution there.
Or, use the more general resistance-operator Zxy such that ex = Z C

force

Z

xy

,

y,

connecting the. impressed force at any place x with the current at
another place y.
18. When the initial current is zero, as
happens when there is selfinduction without permittance at the place of e and in other cases, (54)
t

gives

showing that the normal systems may be imagined to be arranged in
f
any one being ( -pZ ).
To express the impulsive inductance Z'Q in terms of the normal ^s,
multiply (54) by e and take the complete time-integral. We obtain

parallel, the resistance of

Uc-}dt = 2(U-T)=

J

remembering

(29).

\

ZJQ/

--,
p

(56)

/j

Or, using (26),
(57)

Z=0

In electrostatic problems the roots of
are real and negative, as
also the case in magnetic problems.
There are never any oscillatory
1
results in either case, and the vanishing of
is then accompanied by

is

Z

vanishing of the corresponding normal functions, to prevent the oscillations which seem on the verge of occurring by the repetition of a root
which Z' = Q implies.* When both energies are present, the real parts
of the imaginary roots are always compelled to be
negative by the
T, and of Q the dissipativity.
positivity of
When Z is irrational, it is probable that the complete solution
corresponding to (54) might be immediately derived from Z. In the
case of (41),f however, the application is not obvious,
although there is
no difficulty in passing from the (54) solution to the corresponding
definite integrals which arise when the
length of the circuit is infinitely
7",

increased.
"*

Also Thomson and Tait, Part I.
343c and after, relating
[See p. 529, vol. i.
to Routh's Theorem, given in his Adam's Prize Essay, "Stability of Motion."]
,

t [Done in "El. Mag. Waves," 1888.

Arts. XLIII. and XLIV. later.]
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I.

ON ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES, ESPECIALLY IN
RELATION TO THE VORTICITY OF THE IMPRESSED
FORCES AND THE FORCED VIBRATIONS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC SYSTEMS.

XLIIL

;

Mag., 1888; Parti., February, p. 130; Part II., March, p. 202; Part III.,
Part IV., October, p. 360; Part V., November, p. 434; Part VL,
379
December, 1888, p. 488.]
[Phil.

May,

p.

;

PART

I.

of Electromagnetic Connections.

Summary

To avoid

indistinctness, I start with a short summary of Maxwell's
scheme, so far as its essentials are concerned, in the form given by me
in January, 1885.*
1

.

Two forces, electric and magnetic, E and H, connected linearly with
the three fluxes, electric displacement D, conduction-current C, and
magnetic induction B ; thus
B = /zH,

Two

C = &E,
D = (c/47r)E
and magnetic, T and G, each

(1)

of which is
currents,
proportional to the curl or vorticity of the other force, not counting
impressed ; thus,
curl (H - h) = 47TF,
(2)

where

electric

e

curl(e-E) = 47rG;
and h are the impressed parts of E and H.

(3)

These currents

are also directly connected with the corresponding forces through

r = C + D,

An

G = B/47r

(4)

auxiliary equation to exclude unipolar magnets, viz.

divB = 0,

(5)

The most important feature of
expressing that B has no divergence.
this scheme is the equation (3), as a fundamental equation, the natural
companion to

(2).

The derived

energy-relations are not necessary, but are infinitely too
useful to be ignored.
The electric energy 7, the magnetic energy T7,
and the dissipativity Q, all per unit volume, are given by

Z7=iED,

The

transfer of energy

and the equation of

(J

= EC

(6.)

W per unit area expressed by a vector product,
W = V(E-e)(H-h)/47r,
(7)
is

activity per unit

er + hG =
from which

T=JHB/47r,

volume

is

+?7+r+divW,

W disappears by integration over

(8)

all space.

The equations of propagation are obtained by eliminating
See the opening sections of " Electromagnetic Induction and
Electrician, Jan. 3, 188o, and after [Art. xxx., vol. i., p. 429].
*

its

either

E

or

Propagation,"
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H

between (2) and (3), and of course take different forms according to
the geometrical coordinates selected.
In a recent paper I gave some examples* illustrating the extreme
importance of the lines of vorticity of the impressed forces, as the
sources of electromagnetic disturbances.
Those examples were mostly
selected from the extended developments which follow.
Although,
being special investigations, involving special coordinates, vector
methods will not be used, it will still be convenient occasionally to use
the black letters when referring to the actual forces or fluxes, and to
refer to the above equations.
The German or Gothic letters employed
by Maxwell I could never tolerate, from inability to distinguish one
from another in certain cases without looking very hard. As regards
the notation EC for the scalar product of E and C (instead of the
- SEC) it is the obvious
quaternionic
practical extension of EC, the
product of the tensors, what EC reduces to when E and C are parallel, f
Plane Sheets of Impressed Force in a Nonconducting

Dielectric.

We

need only refer to impressed electric force e, as solutions relating to h are quite similar. Let an infinitely extended nonconducting
dielectric be divided into two regions by an infinitely extended plane
- z, is a field of e of
(x, y), on one side of which, say the left, or that of
uniform intensity e, but varying with the time. If it be perpendicular
to the boundary, it produces no flux.
Only the tangential component
can be operative. Hence we may suppose that e is parallel to the
2.

Then E, the force of the flux, is
plane, and choose it parallel to x.
parallel to x, of intensity
say, and the magnetic force, of intensity
H, is parallel to y. Let e =f(t) ; the complete solutions due to the
impressed force are then

E

E-iwH-

-i/(*-*/i>)

+ and
-E = nvH= -$f(t + z/v)

on the right side of the plane, where

z is

......................... (9)

,

...................... (10)

In the latter case we must
on the left side of the plane, where z is deduct the impressed force from E to obtain the force of the field, say
F, which is therefore
.

* Phil. Mag. Dec. 1887, " On Resistance and Conductance Operators," 8, p.
487 [Art. XLII., vol. II., p. 363].
t In the early part of my paper " On the Electromagnetic Wave- Surf ace," Phil.
Mag., June, 1885 [Art. xxxi., vol. n., p. 1] I have given a short introduction to
the Algebra of vectors (not quaternions) in a practical manner, i.e., without
metaphysics. The result is a thoroughly practical working system. The matter
is not an insignificant one, because the extensive use of vectors in mathematical
physics is bound to come (the sooner the better), and my method furnishes a way
of bringing them in without any study of Quaternions (which are scarcely wanted
in Electromagnetism, though they may be added on), and allows us to work
without change of notation, especially when the vectors are in special type, as
they should be, being entities of widely different nature from scalars. I denote a
vector by (say) E, its tensor by E, and its x, y, z components, when wanted, by
EI} E%, Ey The perpetually occurring scalar product of two vectors requires no
The prefix V of a vector product should be a special symbol.
prefix.
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I.

At the plane itself, where
The results are most easily followed thus
the vortex-lines of e are situated, we, by varying e, produce simultaneous
:

changes in H, thus,

-H=e/2pv,
This disturbance
at the plane.
torted at the speed v = (/AC)~*.

................................ (12)

then propagated both ways undis-

is

On the other hand, the corresponding electric displacements are
oppositely directed on the two sides of the plane.
Since the line-integral of
is electric current, and the
line-integral
of e is electromotive force, the ratio of e to
is the resistance-operator
of an infinitely long tube of unit area ; a constant, measurable in ohms,
it is a conbeing 60 ohms in vacuum, or 30 ohms on each side.
stant is simply because the waves cannot return, as there is no reflecting
barrier in the infinite dielectric.
3. If the impressed force be confined to the
region between two
parallel planes distant 2a from one another, there are now two sources
of disturbances, which are of opposite natures, because the vorticity of
e is oppositely directed on the two planes, so that the left plane sends
out both ways disturbances which are the negatives of those simultaneously emitted by the right plane.
Thus, if the origin of z be midway
between the planes, we shall have

H

H

Why

............ (13)

on the right side of the stratum of

e,

and
............

on the

left side.

If therefore e vary periodically in such a

f(t)=f(t
there

is

gone

off,

+ 2a/v),

way

(H)

that

............................ (15)

no disturbance outside the stratum, after the

initial

waves have

the disturbance being then confined to the stratum of impressed

force.

Decreasing the thickness of the stratum indefinitely leads to the
due to e =f(t) in a layer of thickness dz&tz-Q is,
on the right side,

result that the effect

= 1 on the left side the + sign is required.
can now, by integration, express the effect due to

since ^v'2

We

;

ef(z

t

t\ viz.,

In these, however, a certain assumption is involved, viz. that e vanishes
~s^
both ways, because we base the formulae upon (16), which concerns

at
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a layer of
really

e

on both sides

depend upon

of

which

de/dz, for there

e is zero.

Now

can be none

the disturbances

if this

be zero.

By

(12) the elementary de/dz through distance dz instantly produces

U=%d*

............................

(19)

2pv dz
at the place.
If, therefore, e =f(z, t), the If-solution at any point consists of the positive waves coming from planes of de/dz on the left, proand of 2 due to the negative waves from the planes
ducing say,
lt
of de/dz on the right side, making the complete solution

H

H

,

H=H + H
l

=K#i-tf );
2

2,

............... (20)

where

is the most rational form of solution, and includes the case of
The former may be derived from it by effecting the
=f(t) only.
integrations in (21) and (22) ; remembering in doing so that the

This
e

under the sign of integration is not the complete
one with respect to zf as it occurs twice, but only to the second z r and
further assuming that e =
at infinity.
differential coefficient

y

,

Waves in a Conducting

Dielectric.

due

to the

How

to

remove the Distortion

Conductivity.

4. Let us introduce a new physical property into the conducting
medium, namely that it cannot support magnetic force without dissipa-

tion of energy at a rate proportional to the square of the force, a
property which is the magnetic analogue of electric conductivity. We
make the equations (2) and (3) become, ifp-d/dt,
......................... (23)
........................

there be no impressed force at the spot, where g
of magnetic conductivity, analogous to k.

if

is

the

new

(24)

coefficient

Let
47T&/2C

= qv

ft

+ q2 = q,

= s,
q2

E=
=

'*

,

l

9

~

."

Substitution in (23), (24) leads to
(26)

(27)

=

these are the equations of electric and magnetic force in a nonIf therefore the new g be of such magnitude as
dielectric.
to make s = 0, we cause disturbances to be propagated in the conducting
dielectric in identically the same manner as if it were nonconducting,
If

s

0,

conducting
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but with a uniform attenuation at a rate indicated by the time~
qt

factor

.

Undistorted Plane Waves in a Conducting Dielectric.
5.

Taking

z perpendicular to the plane of the waves,

we now

have,

as special forms of (23), (24),

(28)

(29)

E

H

the tensor of H, parallel
being the tensor of E, parallel to x, and
and both being functions of z and t.
&t time t = 0, functions of z only, decompose
and
Given E
Q

to y,

them

H=H

E

thus,

(30)
(31)

fl makes the positive and /2 the negative wave,
solutions are, due to the initial state, when s = 0,

Here

and

at time

the

t

...................

(32)

(33)

The only

difference from plane waves in a nonconducting dielectric is
uniform attenuation that goes on, due to the dissipation of
energy, which is so balanced on the electric and magnetic sides as to
annihilate the distortion the waves would undergo were s finite, whether
in the

positive or negative.

6.

When

the coefficient
electric

the

g,

it

was merely

and magnetic sides
know.

existent, so far as I

precisely

Imitation of this Effect.

Practical Application.
*

I introduced

imitate

its

effect

relating to plane waves,
the functions of both k

new property

of matter symbolized

to complete the analogy

of electromagnetism.

But

by
between the

The property

is

non-

have more recently found how to
in another electromagnetic problem, also
I

making use of electric conductivity
4 and 5.
and g in
In the case of

to effect
5, first

remove both conductivities, so that we have plane waves unattenuated
and undistorted. Next put a pair of parallel wires of no resistance in
the dielectric, parallel to z, and let the lines of electric force terminate
upon them, whilst those of magnetic force go round the wires. We
shall still have these plane electromagnetic waves with curved lines of
force propagated undistorted and unattenuated, at the same speed v.
If Fbe the line-integral of E across the dielectric from one wire to the
other, and kirC be the line-integral of H round either wire, we shall
have
(34)

(35)

*See

first

footnote

[p. 375].
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(34) taking the place of (29), and (35) of (28), with k and g both zero.
L and S are the inductance and permittance of unit length of the
~
circuit of the parallel wires, and v = (LS) *.
Next let the wires have constant resistance
per unit length to
current in them, and let the medium between them be conducting (to a
the conductance per unit length across
very low degree), making
from one wire to the other.
then turn the last equations into

Here

R

K

We

(36)

(37)

and have a complete imitation of the previous unreal problem. The
in
two dissipations of energy are now due to R in the wires, and to
the dielectric, it being that in the wires which takes the place of the
The relation RjL = K/S, which does not
unreal magnetic dissipation.
when
the wires are of copper of low resistexcessive
require
leakage
I have,
ance, removes the distortion otherwise suffered by the waves.

K

however, found that when the alternations of current are very rapid, as
in telephony, there is very little distortion produced by copper wires,
even without the leakage required to wholly remove it, owing to RjLn
becoming small, n/2ir being the frequency ; an effect which is greatly
Of course
assisted by increasing the inductance (see Note A, [p. 392]).
there is little resemblance between this problem and that of the long
and slowly-worked submarine cable, whether looked at from the
physical side or merely from the numerical point of view, the results
remarkable misconcepbeing then of different orders of magnitude.
It seems to be
tion on this point seems to be somewhat generally held.
imagined that self-induction is harmful* to long-distance telephony.
The precise contrary is the case. It is the very life and soul of it, as is
proved both by practical experience in America and on the Continent

A

on very long copper circuits, and by examining the theory of the
I have proved this in considerable detail f but they will not
matter.
So far does the misconception extend that it has perhaps
believe it.
contributed to leading Mr. W. H. Preece to conclude that the coefficient
of self-induction in copper circuits is negligible (several hundred times
smaller than it can possibly be), on the basis of his recent remarkable
;

experimental researches.

The following formula, derived from my general formulae |, will show
Let R and L be the resistance and
the rdle played by self-induction
inductance per unit length of a perfectly insulated circuit of length /,
Let a rapidly sinusoidal impressed force
short-circuited at both ends.
of amplitude e Q act at one end, and let C be the amplitude of the

*W. H. Preece, F.R.S., "On the Coefficient of Self -Induction of Copper
Wires," B. A. Meeting, 1887.
t"El. Mag. Ind. and its Propagation," Electrician, Sections XL. to L. (1887)
119 to 155].
"
J See the sinusoidal solutions in Part II. and Part. V. of On the Self -Induction
of Wires," Phil. Mag., Sept. 1886 and Jan. 1887 [vol. n., pp. 194 and 247.
[vol. ii., pp.

Also

p. 62].
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the circuit be very long,

-w

(38)

speed (LS)~~ = (/^c)~^, provided E/Ln be small, say J.
be considerably greater, and yet allow (38) to be nearly true.
We can include nearly the whole range of telephonic frequencies by
*
using suspended copper wires of low resistance.
It is resistance that is so harmful, not self-induction
as, in combination with the electrostatic permittance, it causes immense distortion of
waves, unless counteracted by increasing the inductance, which is not

where
It

v is the

may

;

often practicable (see

Note

B, [p. 393]).

Distorted Plane

Waves in a Conducting

Dielectric.

7. Owing to the fact that, as above shown, we can fully utilize solutions involving the unreal g, by changing the meaning of the symbols,
whilst still keeping to plane electromagnetic waves, we may preserve g
in our equations (28) and (29), remembering that
has to become G',

H

E

L,

7 kirk
,

T

become K,

become

become E, and p, become
when making the application to the possible problem whilst, when

become

c

S, kirg

;

dealing with a real conducting dielectric, g has to be zero.
Required the solutions of (28) and (29) due to any initial states
Q
and
when s is not zero. Using the notation and transformations of

H

E

,

(25), (or direct

from

(26), (27)),

we produce
(39)
(40)

from which

^ffiHJd^-tf-VHv

(41)

E

with the same equation for v
The complete solution may be thus described. Let, at time = 0,
there be
the small distance a at the origin.
This
Q through
immediately splits into two plane waves of half the amplitude, which
travel to right and left respectively at speed v, attenuating as they
vt from
progress, so that at time t later, when they are at distances
the origin, their amplitudes equal

H=H

i#o<-",

with corresponding

frvHtf-*

on the right and

(42)

E's, viz.,

and

-favH c-,

left sides respectively.

(43)

These extend through the

* The explanation of the \Lv dividing e in (38), instead of the Lv we might
expect from the /JLV resistance-operator of a tube of unit section infinitely long one
way only, is that, on arrival at the distant end of the line, the current is immediThe second and following
ately doubled in amplitude by the reflected wave.
reflected waves are negligible, on account of the length of the line.
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distance

a.

Between them

is

a diffused disturbance, given by

(45)
in

which

v2 t 2

> z2

.

= Q through distance a at
In a similar manner, suppose initially
the origin.
Then, at time t later, we have two plane strata of depth a
at distance vt to right and left respectively, in which

E E

E = \Ef-=
the

fjivH,

.........................

+

And,

sign to be used in the right-hand stratum, the
between them, the diffused disturbance given by

-

in

the

(46)
left.

...............

H

(47)

Knowing thus the effects due to initial elements of EQ and Q we
have only to integrate with respect to z to find the solutions due to
any arbitrary initial distributions. I forbear from giving a detailed
demonstration, leaving the satisfaction of the proper conditions to be
the proof of (42) to (48) ; since, although they were very laboriously
worked out by myself, yet, as mathematical solutions, are more likely
to have been given before in some other physical problem than to
be new.
Another way of viewing the matter is to start with s = 0, and then
Let an isolated
examine the effect of introducing s, either + or plane disturbance of small depth be travelling along in the positive
We have E = pvH in it. Now
direction undistorted at speed v.
,

.

suddenly increase k, making s positive. The disturbance still keeps
moving on at the same speed, but is attenuated with greater rapidity.
At the same time it leaves a tail behind it, the tip of which travels out
the other way at speed v so that at time t after commencement of the
disturbance extends through the distance 2vt.
In
tailing, the whole
is of the same sign as in the head, and its integral amount is
this tail
in
such that it exactly accounts for the extra-attenuation suffered by
On the other hand, E in the tail is of the opposite sign to
the head.
E in the head ; so that the integral amount of E in head and tail
As a special case, let, in the first place, there be no
decreases faster.
=
and = 0. Then, keeping g still zero, the effect of
conductivity, k
introducing k is to cause the above-described effect, except that as there
was no attenuation at first, the attenuation later is entirely due to k,
t

H

H

whilst the line-integral of

including

H in

momentum.

H along the

tail,

or

the head, remains constant.

This

is

the persistence of
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on the other hand, we introduce g, the statements made regarding
now true as regards E, and conversely. The tail is of a different
of the
nature, E being of same sign in the tail as in the head, and
Hence, of course, when we have both k and g of the
opposite sign.
This subject is, however, far better
right amounts, there is no tailing.
studied in the telegraphic application, owing to the physical reality
then existent, than in the present problem, and also then by elementary
methods.*
8. Owing to the presence of d/dz in (45) and (47) we are enabled to
give some integral solutions in a finite form. Thus, let
Q (constant)
and E = initially on the whole of the negative side of the origin, with
no E or
on the positive side. The E at time t later is got by
If,

// are

H

H= H

H

integrating (45), giving

which holds between the limits z=
vt, there being no disturbance
on the left side. When g=0 and z/vt is small,
beyond, except the

H

it

reduces to

This

is the pure-diffusion solution, suitable for good conductors.
=
If initially
constant, on the left side of the origin, and zero
due to it is, by (48),
the right side, then at time t the

E E

The

,

result of taking c

H

= 0,

g

= 0,

in this formula is zero, as

on

we may

by observing that c in (49) becomes /* in (51). It is of course
obvious that as the given initial electric field has no energy if c = 0, it
see

can produce no effect later.
The ^-solution corresponding to (49) cannot be finitely expressed.

which, integrated, gives

H.

where

all

the J'a operate on stJ -

* "Electromagnetic Induction and
to

L.

(1887) [vol.

ii.,

pp. 132 to 155].

1

its

;

thus,

e.g. (Bessel's),

"

Propagation,

Electrician, Sections XLIIJ.
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But a much better form than (52), suitable for calculating the shape
wave speedily, especially at its start, may be got by arranging in
powers of z - vt thus
of the

t

true

when

first five

z

< vt,

where /lf
by

/

2 , etc.,

are functions of

t

only, of

which the

are given
st

At

the origin, II

is

given by

H-lHjf**,
and

is

therefore permanently

wave, where z = vt,

when

\HQ

#=pr

-*<

o

.............................. (54)

g

= Q.

At the

front of the

................................. (55)

Now, to represent the J^-solution corresponding to (51), we have only
in (53), and change the sign of s throughout,
to turn
and Q to
i.e. explicit, and in the/'s.
Thus, at the origin,
Similarly in (52).

HtoE

H

E

=p:
and

at the front of the

9.

side

-2
<><,

...............................

(56)

wave

E = \E^ ................................. (57)
Again, let H=H on the left side, and H= -%H on the right
The E that results from each of them is
of the origin, initially.
Q

the same, and is half that of (49); so that (49) still expresses the
This case corresponds to an initial electric current of
^-solution.
= Q plane, with the full magnetic field
surface-density HQ/^TT on the z
to correspond, and from it immediately follows the ^-solution due to
any initial distribution of electric current in plane layers.
being permanently JJT at the origin in the case (49),
Owing to
= 0, we may state the problem thus: An infinite con(54), when #
ducting dielectric with a plane boundary is initially free from magnetic
induction, and its boundary suddenly receives the magnetic force %H =
At time t later (49) and (52) or (53) give the state of the
constant.
conductor at distance z<vt from the boundary. In a good conductor
the attenuation at the front of the wave is so enormous that the
It is only in bad conductors
diffusion-solution (50) applies practically.
that the more complete form is required.

H

Effect
10.

We

same

as if

of Impressed Force.

can show that the initial effect of impressed force is the
In equations (23), (24),
the dielectric were nonconducting.
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frequency, supposing e to alternate

rapidly.
By increasing n we can make the second terms on the
right sides be as great multiples of the first terms as we please,
so that in the limit we have results independent of k and
g, in this
the true solutions
respect, that as the frequency is raised
infinitely,

tend to be infinitely nearly represented by simplified forms, in which
k and g play the part of small quantities. An inspection of the sinusoidal solution for plane waves shows that E and H
get into the same
phase, and that k and g merely present themselves in the exponents of
factors representing attenuation of amplitude as the waves
pass away

from the seat of vorticity of impressed

force.

Consequently, in the plane problem, the initial effect of an abrupt
discontinuity in
say e constant on the left, and zero on the right
side of the plane through the
origin, is to produce
<?,

H=
all

over the plane of vorticity

on

its

;

-e/2pv
and

(58)

E=+&
and

left sides respectively.

(59)

We may

regard the plane as
continuously emitting these disturbances to right and left at speed v so
long as the impressed force is in operation, but their subsequent history
can only be fully represented by the tail-formulae already given.
Irrespective of the finite curvature of a surface, any element thereof
Therefore every element of a sheet of
may be regarded as plane.
vortex-lines of impressed force acts in the way just described as being
true of the elements of an infinite plane sheet.
But it is only in comparatively simple cases, of which I shall give examples later, that the
subsequent course of events does not so greatly complicate matters as
to render it impossible to go into details after the first moment.
On
first starting the sheet, it becomes a sheet of
magnetic induction, whose
lines coincide with the vortex-lines of impressed force.
If / be the
measure of the vorticity per unit area, fj^pv is the intensity of the
magnetic force. In the imaginary good conductor of no permittivity,
this is zero, owing to v being then assumed to be infinite.
Notice that whilst the vorticity of e produces magnetic induction,
that of h produces electric displacement, and whilst in the former case
E is made discontinuous at a plane of finite vorticity, in the latter case
it is

H

right

that

is

initially discontinuous.

True Nature of Diffusion in Conductors.

The

process of diffusion of magnetic induction in conductors
appears to be fundamentally one of repeated internal reflexions with
= pvH^ moving in a
Thus, let a plane wave
partial transmission.
l
nonconducting dielectric strike flush an exceedingly thin sheet of metal.
Let 2 = /J.vH2 be the transmitted wave in the dielectric on the other
= - pvH3 be the reflected wave. At the sheet we have
side, and
3
11.

E

E

E

(60)

(61)
H.E.P.

VOL.

II.

2B
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if

&j

be the conductivity of the sheet of thickness

s.

Therefore
/

H

E

62 )

A

is reflected
positively and
negatively.
perfectly conducting
barrier is a perfect reflector ; it doubles the magnetic force and destroys
the electric force on the side containing the incident wave, and trans-

mits nothing.
Take ^ = (1600)" 1 for copper, and /*# = 3 x 10 10 centim. per sec.
Then we see that to attenuate the incident wave H^ to \H^ by transmission through the plate, requires
z

= (2ir^) - l = o8

-

x

O7T

which

10- 8 centim.,

.........

(63)

a very small fraction of the wave-length of visible light.
The
^-disturbance is made %ffv the
reduced to %E V on the transmission
side.
There is, however, persistence of H, although there is dissipation
of E.
To produce dissipation of
with persistence of
requires the
plate to be a magnetic, not an electric conductor.
Now, imagine an immense number of such plates to be packed closely
together, with dielectric between them, forming a composite dielectric
conductor, and let the outermost sheet be struck flush by a plane wave
as above.
The first sheet transmits %H19 the second %H V the third %HV
and so on. This refers to the front of the wave, going into the composite
conductor at speed v. It is only necessary to go a very short distance
to attenuate the front of the wave to nothing ; the immense speed of
propagation does not result in producing any sensible immediate effect
at a distance, which comes on quite slowly as the complex result of all
the internal reflexions and transmissions between and at the sheets.
Observe that there is an initial accumulation of H, so to speak, at the
boundary of the conductor, due to the reflexion. (Example the current* of a round wire when
density may be greater at the outermost layer
the current is started in it than the final value, and the total current in
the wire increases faster than if it were constrained to be uniformly
is

E

H

E

:

distributed.)

Thus a good conductor may have very considerable permittivity,
greater than that of air, and yet show no signs of it, on account
of the extraordinary attenuation produced by the conductivity.
Now

much

this is rather

important from the theoretical point of view.

It is

commonly assumed that good conductors, e.g., metals, are not dielectrics
This makes the speed of propagation of disturbances through
at all.
them infinitely great. Such a hypothesis, however, should have no
place in a rational theory, professing to represent transmission in time
by stresses in a medium occupying the space between molecules of gross
matter.
But by admitting that not only bad conductors, but all conductors, are also dielectrics, we do away with the absurdity of infinitely
rapid action through infinite distances in no time at all, and make the

method

of propagation,

* " On the

S.I. of

although

Wires," Part

I.,

it

Phil.

practically differs so greatly

Mag., August 1886

[vol. n.

from

p. 181].
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that in a nonconducting dielectric, be yet fundamentally the same, with
characteristic features masked by repeated internal reflexions with
loss of energy.
need not take any account of the electric displacement in actual reckonings of the magnitude of the effects which can be
observed in the case of good conductors, but it is surely a mistake to
overlook it when it is the nature of the actions involved that is in
its

WQ

(See Note C, [p. 153.])
conductors act as reflectors is quite another question, which
can only be answered speculatively.
If molecules are perfect conduc
question.

Why

they are perfect reflectors, and if they were packed quite closely,
nearly have a perfect conductor in bulk, impenetrable by
magnetic induction; and we know that cooling a metal and packing
the molecules closer does increase its conductivity.
But as they do not
form a compact mass in any substance, they must always allow a partial
transmission of electromagnetic waves in the intervening dielectric
tors,

we should

medium, and this would lead to the diffusion method of propagation.
We do not, however, account in this way for the dissipation of energy,
which requires some special hypothesis.
The diffusion of heat, too, which is, in Fourier's theory, done by
instantaneous action to infinite distances, cannot be physically true,
however insignificant may be the numerical departures from the truth.
What can it be but a process of radiation, profoundly modified by the
molecules of the body, but still only transmissible at a finite speed ?
The very remarkable fact that the more easily penetrable a body is to
magnetic induction the less easily it conducts heat, in general, is at
present a great difficulty in the way, though it may perhaps turn out
to be an illustration of electromagnetic principles eventually.
Infinite Series of Reflected

Waves.

Remarkable

Identities.

Realized Example.
12. When, in a plane-wave problem, we confine ourselves to the
region between two parallel planes, we can express our solutions in
Fourier series, constructed so as to harmonize with the boundary conditions which represent the effect of the whole of the ignored regions
beyond the boundaries in modifying the phenomena occurring within
the limited region.
Now the effect of the boundaries is usually to produce reflected waves. Hence a solution in Fourier series must usually

be decomposable into an infinite series of separate solutions, coming
into existence one after the other in time if the speed v be finite, or all
in operation at once from the first moment if the speed be made infinite
If the boundary conditions be of a simple
(as in pure diffusion).
nature, this decomposition can sometimes be easily explicitly represented, indicating remarkable identities, of which the following investiWe may either take the case of plane-waves in a
gation leads to one.
conducting dielectric bounded by infinitely conductive planes, making

E=

the boundary condition
or, similarly, by perfect magnetically
conductive planes producing #=0. But the most practical way, and the
most easily followed, is to put a pair of parallel wires in the dielectric,
and produce a real problem relating to a telegraph-circuit,
;
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A and B

Let

them be
A and B

=

=

and z I respectively. Let
be its terminations at z
at
short-circuited, producing the terminal conditions
in the absence of impressed force at either place.
Now, the

^=0

being free from charge and current initially, insert a steady
impressed force 6 at A. Kequired the effect, both in Fourier series
and in detail, showing the whole history of the phenomena that
circuit

result.

Equations (36) and (37) are the fundamental connections of Fand C
any distance z from A. Let J?, L, K, S be the resistance, inductance,
leakage-conductance, and permittance per unit length of circuit, and

at

A = (mV-s

f

............................. (65)

It may be easily shown, by the use of the resistance-operator, or
testing satisfaction of conditions, that the required solutions are

by

(66)

m

=jir/l, and j includes all integers from 1 to
represent the final steady Fand C, which are

where

C

M"*-25)'

oo

;

whilst

V

and

...................... (68)

(69)

where

ra

2

= - RK.

Now

if the circuit were infinitely long both ways and were
charged
initially to potential-difference 2e Q on the whole of the negative side of

A, with no charge on the positive side, and no current anywhere, the
resulting current at time t later at distance z from A would be

and 8 and if, further, K=Q, Fat A would be permanently ew
what it is in (66). Hence the (7-solutiori (67) can be finitely
decomposed into separate solutions of the form (70) in the case of
perfect insulation, when (67) takes the form

by

7

which

;

is

(71)

= s 1 = 5 by the vanishing of S 2 in (64).
^
Therefore (70) represents the real meaning of (71) from t =
to l/v,
becomes zero,
provided vt>z. But on arrival of the wave Cl at B,
and C doubled by the reflected wave that then commences to travel
from B to A. This wave may be imagined to start when t =
from a
where

,

V
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point distant I beyond B, and be the precise negative of the first
as regards
but the same as regards ft Thus

V

wave

expresses the second wave, starting from B when t = l/v, and reaching
when t = 2l/v. The sum of Cl and C2 now expresses (71) where the
waves coexist, and Cl alone expresses (71) in the remainder of the

A

circuit.

The reflected wave arising when this second wave reaches A
may be
from a point distant 21 from A on its
imagined to start when t =
Thus
negative side, and be a precise copy of the first wave.

expresses the third wave; and now (71) means C1 + C2 + CB in those
parts of the circuit reached by (73 and Cl + C2 in the remainder.
The fourth wave is, similarly,
,

starting from
on, ad inf.*
If we take

B when
L=

t

=

3l/v,

A

and reaching

in this problem,

when

we make

whole of the waves into operation immediately.

v

t

= QO

il/v.

,

And

so

and bring the

(70) becomes

and similarly for (72 <73 etc. In this simplified form the identity is
that obtained by Sir W. Thomson f in connexion with his
theory of
the submarine cable; also discussed by A.
Cayley J and J. W. L.
Glaisher.
[See also vol. I., p. 88.]
In order to similarly represent the history of the establishment of
we require to use the series for
due to
Q
corresponding to
In other respects there is no difference.
(53), or some equivalent.
Whilst it is impossible not to admire the capacity possessed by solutions in Fourier series to compactly sum up the effect of an infinite
series of successive solutions, it is greatly to be
regretted that the
Fourier solutions themselves should be of such difficult interpretation.
,

F

,

,

E

E

,

* It is
not to be expected that in a real telegraph -circuit the successive waves
have abrupt fronts, as in the text. There are causes in operation to prevent this,
and round off the abruptness. The equations connecting V and C express the
first approximation to a complete theory.
Thus the wires are assumed to be
instantaneously penetrated by the magnetic induction as a wave passes over their
surfaces, as if the conductors were infinitely thin sheets of the same resistance.
It is only a, very partial remedy to divide a wire into several thinner wires, unless
we at the same time widely separate them. If kept quite close it would, with
copper, be no remedy at all.
t Math, and Physical Papers, vol. ii., art. Ixxii. with Note by A. Cayley.
;

SPhil. Mag., June 1874.
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will be discovered some practical way of analysing them
into easily interpretable forms.
is
Some special cases of (66), (67) are worthy of notice. Thus
established in the same way when fi = Q as when K=0, provided the
value of K/S in the first case be the same as that of E/L in the second.
Calling this value 2q, we have in both cases

Perhaps there

V

F= Jl
But the current
is

K that

is

-

f)
I

\
is

u + A sin A
S&.-'SELE'fcoB
Tfl
\
q

A .........

I

/

When

established in quite different manners.

zero, (71) is the solution;

but

if

R

(76)

/
it

vanish instead, then

(67) gives
.

(77)

C now mounts up infinitely. But the leakage-current, which is KV,
becomes steady, as (76) shows.
In connexion with this subject I should remark that the distortionless
circuit

produced by taking RjL = K/S

of

is

immense

assistance, as its

properties can be investigated in full detail by elementary methods, and
are most instructive in respect to the distortional circuits in question
above.*
Modifications

made

Certain Cases easily
by Terminal Apparatus.
brought to Full Realization.

Suppose that the terminal conditions in the preceding "are
Zjb and VZ-f^ ZQ and Zl being the "resistance-operators of
In a certain class of cases
terminal apparatus at A and B respectively.
13.

V=

the determinantal equation so simplifies as to render full realization
Thus, the resistance-operator of the
possible in an elementary manner.
circuit, reckoned at A, ist
y

'

pJlZ^ten ml)/ml

m =
2

where

That

Now,

- (R + Lp)(K + Sp) ........................ (79)

e = $C is the linear differential equation of the current at A.
to illustrate the reductions obviously possible, let Q = 0, and

is,

Z

Z^nJtf + Lp) ............................ (80)
This makes the apparatus at
reduces <f> to
j.

/r>

<f>=*(R

so that the roots of

B

a coil whose time-constant

T
/tanwz
-- +n
+ Lp)U
\

$=

7

,

are given

l

\f,
\l 1

2

--

yatan???^"
2

-msnjl

LfR, and

is

1
,

.......

(81)

by
(82)

tan m/ + 7/1^

*" Electromagnetic
p.

Induction and

its

= 0;

.................... ......
'.

Propagation," Arts. XL. to

119].

t

"On

the Self-Induction of Wires," Part IV. [vol. IL,

p. 232].

(83)

L. [vol. II.,
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I.

a solitary root p = -E/L, and the roots of (83), which is an
elementary well-known form of determinantal equation.
The complete solution due to the insertion of the steady impressed
force e at A will be given by*

i.e.,

(}

......................

(85)

= 0, subject to
where the summations range over all the p roots of
whilst
u
and
w
are
the
V
and
C
functions
in
a
normal
(79)
system,
expressed by
w = cos mz,
u = m sin mz -f (K + Sp)
............ (86)
and F C are the final steady V and C. In the case of the solitary
</>

;

;

,

root (82)

we

shall find

^),

but for

all

.........................

(87)

the rest
I

dm 2

,..

+V>

................ (88)

Realizing (84), (85) by pairing terms belonging to the two j?'s associ2
ated with one
through (79), we shall find that (66), (67) express the
Divide the general
solutions, provided we make these simple changes
term in both the summations by (1 +n 1 cos%/), and the term following
C outside the summation in (67) by (1 4-?^). Of course the m's have
now different values, as per (83), and F" 6 are different.
14. There are several other cases in which similar reductions are

m

:

y

,

possible.

Thus,

we may have

Z = n^R + Lp) + n((K + Sp)~\
l

That is, apparatus at
simultaneously, n n' n v n{ being any lengths.
either end consisting of a coil and a condenser in sequence, the timeconstant of the coil being L/R and that of the condenser S/K.
Or, the
condenser may be in parallel with the coil. In general we have, as an
alternative form of </> = 0, equation (78),
,

,

.

ml

1

-

mWZ^

{

(R + Lp)l}

~2

.

'

from which we see that when

and

(R + Lp}l

m

are functions of ml, equation (89) finds the value of 2 immediately, i.e.
not indirectly as functions of p. In all such cases, therefore, we may
*lb. Parts III. and IV. Phil. Mag., Oct. and Nov. 1886; or
and Conductance Operators," Phil. Mag., Dec. 1887, 17, p. 500

"On

Resistance

[vol. TI., p. 373].
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advantageously have the general solutions
form.

They

(84), (85)

put into the realized

are

mz + tan

6 cos

mz)m~
-

tanw

d(ml)

same denominator

I

are as in (64), (65).
The differentiation shown in the
to be performed upon the function of ml to which tan ml
the
is equated in
(89), after reduction to the form of such a function in

where q, A, s
denominator

,

s2

is

and 6 depends upon ZQ thus,
9
tan 6 = - mr\K+ Sp)Z
sec 2 6> = 1 + m~ Zf(K+ Sp)*,

way explained

;

,

which are also functions of

(92)

should be remarked that the terms
2
depending upon solitary roots, occurring in the case m = 0, are not
to when
in
attended
must
be
represented
(90), (91).
They
carefully
ml.

It

they occur.

NOTE A.

An

The Electromagnetic Theory of Light.
electromagnetic theory of light becomes a necessity, the

moment one

same medium that transmits electromagnetic disturbances and those concerned in common radiation. Hence the electromagnetic theory of Maxwell, the essential part of which is that the vibrarealizes that it is the

tions of light are really electromagnetic vibrations (whatever they may be),
and which is an undulatory theory, seems to possess far greater intrinsic
probability than the undulatory theory, because that is not an electromagnetic theory. Adopting, then, Maxwell's notion, we see that the only
difference between the waves in telephony (apart from the distortion and
dissipation due to resistance) and light-waves is in the wave-length and the
fact that the speed, as calculated by electromagnetic data, is the same as that
of light, furnishes a powerful argument in favour of the extreme relative
simplicity of constitution of the ether, as compared with common matter in
bulk. There is observational reason to believe that the sun sometimes causes
It is impossible to
magnetic disturbances here of the ordinary kind.
attribute this to any amount of increased activity of emission of the
sun so long as we only think of common radiation. But, bearing in mind the
long waves of electromagnetism, and the constant speed, we see that
disturbances from the sun may be hundreds or thousands of miles long
of one kind (i.e. without alternation), and such waves, in passing the earth,
would cause magnetic " storms," by inducing currents in the earth's
crust and in telegraph-wires.
Since common radiation is ascribed to
molecules, we must ascribe the great disturbances to movements of large
masses of matter.
There is nothing in the abstract electromagnetic theory to indicate whether
the electric or the magnetic force is in the plane of polarization, or rather,
surface of polarization. But by taking a concrete example, as the reflexion
of light at the boundary of transparent dielectrics, we get Fresnel's formula
"
disfor the ratio of reflected to incident wave, on the assumption that his
it is
that
so
coincides
with
and
the
electric
prove
placement"
displacement
the magnetic flux that is in the plane of polarization.
;

;
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I.

Effect of Self-Induction.

I give these numerical examples
Take a circuit 100 kilom. long, of 4
inductance in the first place, and also
:

ohms and | microf. per kilom. and no
no leakage in any case.
Short-circuit
Introduce at A a sinusoidal impressed force,

A

at beginning
and end B.
and calculate the amplitude of the current at B by the electrostatic theory.
Let the ratio of the full steady current to the amplitude of the sinusoidal
current be />, and let the frequency range through 4 octaves, from ft = 1250 to
n = 20,000 the frequency being H/ZTT. The values of p are
;

3-431,

1-723,

10-49,

778.

58'87,

It is barely credible that any kind of speaking would be possible, owing
to the extraordinarily rapid increase of attenuation with the frequency.
Little more than murmuring would be the result.

Now

Z = 2^

let

(very low

indeed),

by the combined

Calculate

L

electrostatic

being

inductance

per

centim.

and magnetic formula.

The

corresponding figures are
1-567,

The change

5 '587,

2-649,

10'496,

16'607.

marvellous. It is only by the preservation of the currents
of great frequency that good articulation is possible, and we see that
even a very little self-induction immensely improves matters.
There
is no "dominant" frequency in telephony.
What should be aimed at
is to get currents of any frequency reproduced at B in their
proper proportions, attenuated to the same extent.
Change L to 5. Results
is

:

Good telephony
Increase

L to

is

10.

1-235,

3-176,

2-251,

1-437,

now

possible,

Results

4'169,

4'670.

though much distortion remains.

:

1-510,

1-729,

1'825,

1'854.

showing approximation towards a distortionless circuit.
Now this is all done by the self-induction carrying forward the waves
undistorted (relatively) and also with much less attenuation.
I should add that I attach no importance to the above figures in point
of exactness.
The theory is only a first approximation. In order to
emphasize the part played by self-induction, I have stated that by sufficiently
increasing it (without other change, if this could be possible) we could
make the amplitude of current at the end of an Atlantic cable greater
than the steady current (by the g'wem'-resonance).
This

is first class,

NOTE
In Sir

W. Thomson's

C.

The Velocity of

Electricity.

on the " Velocity of Electricity " (Nichols's
Art. Ixxxi. of 'Mathematical and Physical
and
1860,
article

Cyclopaedia, 2nd edition,
Papers,' vol. ii.) is an account of the chief results published up to that
date relating to the "velocity" of transmission of electricity, and a very
explicit statement, except in some respects as regards inertia, of the
theoretical meaning to be attached to this velocity under different circumThis article is also strikingly illustrative of the remarkable
stances.
contrast between Sir W. Thomson's way of looking at things electrical
or perhaps I should say
(at least at that time) and Maxwell's views
Maxwell's plainly evident views combined with the views which his followers
have extracted from that mine of wealth Maxwell,' but which do not lie on
the surface.
(As charity begins at home, I may perhaps illustrate by a
personal example the difference between the patent and the latent, in
;

'
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If I should claim (which I do) to have discovered the true
of establishment of current in a wire
that is, the current starting
on its boundary, as the result of the initial dielectric wave outside it,
followed by diffusion inwards, I might be told that it was all "in Maxwell."
So it is ; but entirely latent.
And there are many more things
in Maxwell which are not yet discovered.) This difference has been the
subject of a most moving appeal from Prof. G. F. Fitzgerald, in Nature,
There really seemed to be substance in that
about three years since.

Maxwell.

method

For it is
appeal.
great constructional
and should there be
the result must be,

only a master-mind that can adequately attack the
problem of the ether, and its true relation to matter
reason to believe that the master is on the wrong track,
as Prof. Fitzgerald observed (in effect) disastrous to
Now Maxwell's theory and methods have stood the test of
progress.
time, and shown themselves to be eminently rational and developable.
It is not, however, with the general question that we are here concerned,
but with the different kinds of "velocity of electricity." As Sir W.
;

Thomson

points out, his electrostatic theory, by ignoring magnetic inInterduction, leads to infinite speed of electricity through the wire.
preted in terms of Maxwell's theory, this speed is not that of electricity
through the wire at all, but of the waves through the dielectric, guided by
the wire.
It results, then, from the assumption /z = 0, destroying inertia
(not of the electric current, but of the magnetic field), and leaving only
forces of elasticity and resistance.

But he also points out another way of getting an infinite speed, when we,
in the case of a suspended wire, not of great length, ignore the static charge.
This is illustrated by the pushing of incompressible water through an
unyielding pipe, constraining the current to be the same in all parts of the
circuit.
This, in Maxwell's theory, amounts to stopping the elastic displacement in the dielectric, and so making the speed of the wave through it
infinite.
As, however, the physical actions must be the same, whether
a wire be long or short, the assumption being only warrantable for purposes
of calculation, I have explained the matter thus.
The electromagnetic
waves are sent to and fro with such great frequency (owing to the shortness
of the line) that only the mean value of the oscillatory V at any part can be
perceived, and this is the final value at the same time, by reason of current
in the negative waves being of the same sign as in the positive, the current
C mounts up by little jumps, which are, however, packed so closely together
as to make a practically continuous rise of current in a smooth curve,
which is that given by the magnetic theory. This curve is of course
practically the same all over the circuit, because of the little jumps being
;

imperceptible.

But in any case this speed is not the speed of electricity through the wire,
but through the dielectric outside it. Maxwell remarked that we know
nothing of the speed of electricity in a wire supporting current it may be
an inch in an hour, or immensely great.
This is on the assumption,
apparently, that the electric current in a wire really consists in the transfer
I have been forced, to make Maxwell's
of electricity through the wire.
scheme intelligible to myself, to go further, and add that the electricity may
be standing still, which is as much as to say that there is no current, in
a literal sense, inside a conductor. (The slipping of electrification over the
surface of a wire is quite another thing. That is merely the movement
It occurs in a
of the wave through the dielectric, guided by the wire.
distortionless circuit, owing to the absence of tailing, in the most plainly
In other words, take Maxwell's definition of electric
evident manner.)
current in terms of magnetic force as a basis, and ignore the imaginary
fluid behind it as being a positive hindrance to progress, as soon as one
;
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to deal with variable

states.

The remarks in the text on the subject of the speed of waves in conductors
relates to a speed that is not considered in Sir W. Thomson's article, It is
the speed of transmission of magnetic disturbances into the wire, in
cylindrical waves, which begins at any part of a wire as soon as the primary
wave through the dielectric reaches that part. It would be no use trying to
make signals through a wire if we had not the outer dielectric to carry the
magnetizing and electrizing force to its boundary. The slowness of diffusion
in large masses is surprising.
Thus a sheet of copper covering the earth,
only 1 centim, in thickness, supporting a current whose external field imitates
that of the earth, has a time-constant of about a fortnight. If the copper
extended to the centre of the earth, the time-constant of the most slowly subsiding normal system would be millions of years.
In the article referred to. Sir W. Thomson mentions that Kirchhoff's investigation,
introducing magnetic induction, led to a velocity
of electricity considerably greater than* that of light, which is so far in
accordance with Wheatstone's observation.
it seems to me that
we have here a suggestion of a probable explanation of why Sir W.
Thomson did not introduce self-induction into his theory. There were
presumably more ways than one of doing it, as regards the measure of
the electric force of induction.
we follow Maxwell's equations, there
is but one way of
doing it, which is quite definite, and leads to a speed which
cannot possibly exceed that of light, since it is the speed (/xc)~ through

Now

When

the dielectric, and cannot be sensibly greater than 3 x 10 10 centim., though
may be less. Kirchhoff's result is therefore in conflict with Maxwell's
statement that the German methods lead to the same results as his.
Besides that, Wheatstone's classical result has not been supported by any
later results, which are always less than the speed of light, as is to
be expected (even in a distortionless circuit). But a reference to Wheatit

*(Note by SIR WILLIAM THOMSON.) In this statement I inadvertently did injustice to
Kirchhoff.
In the unpublished investigation referred to in the article Electricity,
Velocity of [Nichols's Cyclopaedia, second edition, 1860; or my 'Collected Papers,' vol.
ii. page 135 (3)], I had found that the ultimate
velocity of propagation of electricity in a
long insulated wire in air is equal to the number of electrostatic units in the electromagnetic unit ; and I had correctly assumed that Kirchhoff's investigation led to
the same result. But, owing to the misunderstanding of two electricities or one,
referred to in 317 of my Electrostatics and Magnetism,' I imagined Weber's measurement of the number of electrostatic units in the electromagnetic to be 2x3'lxl0 10
centimetres per second, which would give for the ultimate velocity of electricity through
a long wire in air twice the velocity of light. In my own investigation, for the submarine cable, I had found the ultimate velocity of electricity to be equal to the number
of electrostatic units in the electromagnetic unit divided by Vk ; k denoting the
specific
inductive capacity of the gutta-percha. But at that time no one in Germany (scarcely
any one out of England) believed in Faraday's "specific inductive capacity of a
'

dielectric."

Kirchhoff himself was perfectly clear on the velocity of electricity in a long insulated
wire in air.
In his original paper, "Ueber die Bewegung der Electricitat in Drahten"
(Pogg. Ann. Bd. c. 1857; see pages 146 and 147 of Kirchhoff's Volume of Collected
Papers, Leipzig, 1882), he gives it as c/\/2, which is what I then called the number of
electrostatic units in the electromagnetic unit ; and immediately after this he says,
" ihr
Werth ist der von 41950 Meilen in einer Sekunde, also sehr nahe gleich der
Geschwindigkeit des Lichtes im leeren Raume."
Thus clearly to Kirchhoff belongs the priority of the discovery that the velocity of
electricity in a wire insulated in air is very approximately equal to the velocity of light.

[Note by THE AUTHOR. In Maxwell's theory, however, as I understand it, we are not
at all concerned with the velocity of electricity in a wire (except the transverse velocity
of lateral propagation).
The velocity is that of the waves in the dielectric outside
the wire.]
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paper on the subject will show, first, that there was confessedly
a good deal of guesswork
and, next, that the repeated doubling of the
wire on itself made the experiment, from a modern point of view, of
too complex a theory to be examined in detail, and unsuitable as a test.

.stone's

;
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NOTE ON PART

An

I.

II.

The Function of Self-Induction in
Waves along Wires*

the

Propagation of

editorial query, the purport of which I did not at first understand,
attention to Prof. J. J. Thomson's paper " On Electrical

has directed

my

Oscillations in Cylindrical Conductors" (Proc. Math. Soc., vol. xvii.,
Nos. 272, 273), a copy of which the author has been so good as to send
me. His results, for example, that an iron wire of \ centim. radius,
of inductivity 500, carries a wave of frequency 100 per second about
it from 1 to c" 1 and similar results,
in
his
summed up
conclusion that the carrying-power of an iron-wire
cable is very much greater than that of a copper one of similar dimen-

100,000 miles before attenuating

,

sions, are so surprisingly different from my own, deduced from my
developed sinusoidal solutions, in the accuracy of which I have perfect
confidence (having had occasion last winter to make numerous practical
applications of them in connexion with a paper which was to have been
read at the S. T. E. and E.) [see Art. XLL, vol. IL, p. 323], that I felt
sure there must be some serious error of a fundamental nature running
through his investigations. On examination I find this is the case,
being the use of an erroneous boundary condition in the beginning,

which wholly

vitiates the subsequent results [relating to the effect of
It is equivalent to assuming that the tangential commagnetisation].
ponent of the flux magnetic induction is continuous at the surface of
separation of the wire and dielectric, where the inductivity changes
The true
value, from a large value to unity, when the wire is of iron.
conditions are continuity of tangential force and of normal flux.
As regards my own results, and how increasing the inductance is
favourable, the matter really lies almost in a nutshell ; thus. In order to
reduce the full expression of Maxwell's connexions to a practical
working form I make two assumptions. First, that the longitudinal
component of current (parallel to the wires) in the dielectric is negligible, in comparison with the total current in the conductors, which
makes C one of the variables, C being the current in either conductor ;
and next, what is equivalent to supposing that the wave-length of
disturbances transmitted along the wires is a large multiple of their
The result is that the equations connecting Fand C
distance apart.

become
dr/dz = R"C,
being the permittance and

-

S

unit length of circuit, whilst

-

K the
R"

is

dCjdz =

KV+ SV\

conductance of the dielectric per
a " resistance-operator," depending

* This note may be regarded as a continuation

of

Note

B

[p.

393, vol. n.].

